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JUAREZ, IMPORTANT BORDER CITY,

Atlantic City, N. J., Feb. 4. Rich
ard L. Ashurst, postmaster of Phila
delphia, 72 years old, mysteriously
disappeared from the Marlborough
Blenheim hotel last Monday night and
no trace of him has since been found
according to a statement given out by
the police today. He Is supposed to
have fallen from the Million Dollar THIS BILL BECOMES UNFINISHED
pier the night he disappeared. Mon
BUSINESS ON SENATE
day night Ashurst took a rolling chali
CALENDAR
from the hotel to the pier, dismissing
the chair pusher at the end of the
pier. It is believed he became faint SENATOR BORAH AGGRESSIVE
and fell into the ocean.

IS

AMENDMENT

DOOMED TO FALL BEFORE ANOTHER DAY

General Orozco, at Head of Larfje
Army of Revolutionists, Within
Striking Distance
EXODUS

c

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 191 1
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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's 8a

OF THE FOREIGN

RESIDENTS FROM BELEAGUERED TOWN

Garrison Prepares to Make Last Stand and
Will Rely on Mines, Planted in Secret
Places, to Annihilate Invaders
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 4. (Bulletin 3 p. m.) At 3 o'clock this afternoon reconnoitefing parties sent out by the federal garrison at Juarez
sighted General Orozco's revolutionary army within a few miles of
the town. The force is advancing rapidly and should reach the city
by nightfall. Scouts are in advance of the main body of rebels,! and
the federals had to ride hard to escape capture. The greatest excitement prevails In Juarez. Business is entirely suspended and all foreign residents have taken refuge in El Paso, as well as many Mexican
families, particularly women and children. The border metropolis is
troops
expected to surrender after slight resistance. United States
will not Interfere, as was thought probable yesterday, unless an attempt
should be made to loot and burn the city.

HOMESEEKERS RATES EXTENDED
Chicago, Feb. 4. An extension of
the period In which special railroad
rates will be allowed homeeeekerg in
pie northwest was voted yesterday at
the meeting of the
Passenger association at which all
transcontinental lines were
represented. The homes eekers' rate heretofore effective to north) Pacific coast
points and intermediate
territory
twice monthly in January, February
and March was extended to include
the entire year. A special colonist
rate of $33 from Chicago to north
Pacific California and Mexico points
from March 10 to April 10 was decid
ed upon.
Trans-Continent-

POLICE

GOT

RAKE-OF- F

FAVORED

THE
HACKENSCHMIDT
EASY WINNER
Kansas City, Feb. 4. George Hackenschmidt, the Russian wrestler, won
from Gub Schoelein, "Amerieus," in

straight falls here last

night. The
first fall came In one hour, twenty
minutes and thirty seconds and the
second fall in thirty-eigh- t
minutes,
fifteen seconds. Both of the falls were
obtained with holds. At first Ameri
eus fought his opponent gamely but
Hackenschmidt's superior weight fin
ally wore out the lighter man. After
the first fall Amerlcus was easy for
Hacken8chmidt.

San Francisco, Feb. 4. The la est
outcome of the recent shooting of
Gustav Postler in a duel with E. L.
Kripp, keeper of a gambling house
known as the Saratoga club, shook
the entire police department
today
when Captain Thomas Duke found
the cash book of the club with en AVIATION MEET
tries of $10 paid on one day to each
of six men whose names correspond
FOR PASS CITY
ed with those of the officers of the
gambling details of that day. One en
try is In the name of "Donovan." Ser
geant J. T. Donovan is under suspen FAMOUS BIRD MEN NEXT WEEK
sion for giving Kripp the gun with
ASSEMBLE IN EL PASO FOR
which he attacked Posttef.
SERIES OF FLIGHTS
$300,000 GIFT TO CORNELL
Ithaca, -- N. T., Feb. 4. A gift of
$300,000 from Mrs. Russell Sage to
Cornell university is- announced by
rresident Jacob Gould Schurmann
to provide a new dormitory for women students

El Paso, Tex., Feb. 4. El Paso is
to be Invaded by a flock of daring
birdmen next week. Seven French,
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 4. The Damo- - on the boundary, the officials at WashAmerican and Irish aviators will give
clean sword of insurrection Is still ington feel that tjhey will be In a po
exhibitions daily at Washington park
the neutralauspended over the city of Juarez. sition to enforce rigidly as
beginning Thursday, February d, and
dethe
Just when General Pascual Orozco and ity laws. Particularly,
thrwugh February 18. The
continuing
treasinclude Charles K. Hamilton.
his followers will cut the thread is partments of justice and the
aviators
ury, through aecrert. service men, dep
who gave the first aviation meeting
And ciutoms
m&rabal
official. WORE CHANGES JN
ttvt
ever held 1B.VL. Paso. The other
iniid that tb aittauclt ot Uie uty
are aiding th mUkOair by lalarmlii - I
aviators are Roland O. Garros, the
movethem
Tie
ol
'ntends
any
revolutionary
ho
eaye
RULES
horder city, srhich
FOOTBALL
THE
Frenchman, who operates a Blerlot
movinc tYirt nroviHloTiali capital ot mentB within their knowledge.
monoplane and a Demoiselle monoMexican
the
no
from
As
request
Mexico, will not. long be delayed,
plane; Rene Simon, another French
of
INTERMISSION CUT FROM THREE
Ble-rioOfficial notice of the intended at government to permit the passage
flyer who has a 50 horse-powe- r
the western
ROUGH.
TO TWO MINUTES
Rene Barrier, the third of the
tack reached the American consul at Mexican troops from
1
of Sonora to Juarez in
NESS PROHIBITED
10:30 o'clock last night, an resulted province
group of French flying men, and Edtown Chihuahua, has reached the state detho
onntViM- - exodus from
n
mund Andemara, another of the
1U tvw"v
partment, the government officials
American Consul Edwards posted
New York, Feb. 4. The intercol- French school of aviators. In addito believe such per
notice this morning, saying General here are Inclined
football rules committee did tion to these daring men of the air,
In fact, it Is legiate
desired.
not
Is
mission
im
Orozco's attack could be expected
a
little more surgery on the game at John J. Frisbe, an Irishman, will ap
Ameri thought the present Mexican governmediately and asking that all
a
meeting held in New York yester- pear at the El Paso aviation meeting
merit force in Sonora is no more
in a Rochester biplane of 50 horsecans and all foreigners and non-cothe In- day.
as power, and "John M. Seymour, operatbatants leave the town at once. Cour- than ia needed to suppress
With E. K. Hall of Dartmouth
iers from Orozco's main camp about surrection In that section.
chairman and Walter Camp as sec- ing a Seymour biplane and also a
ten miles from Juarez, say he is
retary, the committee decided that racing automobile, will also be seen
awaiting reinforcements.
intermissions were too long and re- here.
Fighting Resumed Near Coyame
United States troops this morning
Preeido, Tex., Feb. 4. Fighting be- duced the periods between the first
arrested six rurales between For tween insurrectos and federals under and second and the third and fourth
Hancock and the Rio Grande river Colonel Dorantes has been renewed quarters from thr-3minutes to two STATEHOOD SPECIAL
The prisoners said they had a brusL around Coyame, according to reports minutes. A new rule was adopted
with a large body of Insurrectos and received here this morning. The in- permitting teams by agreement to
FAILS TO MATERIALIZE
took refuge in Texas. This bears surrectos attacked the federals when transfer the supervision of oft side
'exis
Orozco
that
out the statement
line of scrimmage
Dorantes attempted to lead his shat- play from tho
east
pecting reinforcements from the
tered command back to Ojinaga. It from umpire to head linesman. The NO ARMY OF BOOSTERS
WILL
as well as from the south. Juarez, is declared that Dorantes troops loot- linesman, however, is to report an
ON
WASHINGTON
TO
MOVE
too, Is loqking for reinforcements for ed the town of Cuchillio Paredo dur- infraction to the umpire.
CAPTURE CONGRESS
the beleaguered garrison, but th ing the flight following the recent in- - Another new rule provides that
for
look
may
afrevolutionists say, they
surreeto attack. Hundreds of insur- throwing a player to the ground
none from the south, where Colonel gents were encamped yesterday near ter the referee has declared the ball
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 4. The
Robago and his shattered command Mulato. They are commanded by Em dead may be considered unnecessary committee in charge of the proposed
was statehood special to Washington has
is located. The revolutionist leader ilio Salgado, a famous frontier char roughness.
amendment
An
old friends last nisht he intended acter.
to been obliged to cancel all arrange
men
to
be
three
ranchman
only
reiorted
A
adopted allowing
to make Juarez the capital of Mexico, working for the Diaz officials, was walk up and down the field on each ments for the trip. Owing to the re
and, rallying all his followers there, fined $500 by Salgado and the money side of the line. The present rule al- quirements or tne interstate commerce laws it was necessary to file
start a march south against Chihua- was used to buy ammunition- Ameri lows five.
hua City and ultimately against Mex- can eavalrvmen are enroute
If the ball accidentally strikes an the special rate in Washington five
here
ico City, itself.
from Marfa, Tex. At present Deputy official, provides another amendment, days before the party started from AlIt was learned today that the gar- Marshal Eugene Warren is the sole it shall not become dead, but play buquerque and this could not be done
rison at Juarez is to make a stand, representative of the United States shall continue.
until the full one hundred men had
even in the face of- - overwhelming
all
new
of
A
that
miles
pen
rule
hundred
signified their intention of making the
a
more
than
specifies
along
Sinele-handeodds, which means that a sharp tight tho Rio Grande.
he alties under the rule regulating the trip. Up to last night less than the
will take place within the confines has arrested several bands of insur forward pass shall be applied from required number of names had been
of the town. It is said that numer- restos who were using the American the spot of the odwn, and not on the received and the committee was thereous secret mines have been planted side of the river as a highway.
spot from which the pass was made fore reluctantly forced to call off the
about the town and in houses, which
trip. While it is quite likely that the
it is planned to set off when the
full number of applications would
BLOCKED
ROADS
CANADIAN
U. S. Artillerymen on Duty
have
enemy invades the town, in an at
been received before next Thurs
4.
of
the
On
all
Winnipeg, Feb.
attacking
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 4. Fifty artempt to annihilate Hhe
those contemplating going to
day,
westin
three
systems
railway
great
Fort Rosecrans
from
force, or to so terrorize the rebels tillerymen
did not realize the imporWashington
ern Canada, few trains moved today,
as to cause them to retreat. The ut- reached the boundary line at Tia hundreds
tance of making their applications
and
of
freight
passenger
most
secrecy was maintained in Juana this morning and went into
trains being buried in enow drifts or early. But the commerce laws are
is not
Is
it
and
mines
all
At
these
persent
camp immediately.
planting
at the mercy of dead locomotives. inflexible and there was nothing for
known just where they are, although quiet at Tia Juana and reports from
the committee to do but call off the
Many towns and villages of the init is said that the customs house and Campo say nothing has been heard terior
arrangements. All checks mailed to
of
out
of
are
fuel because
other government buildings are thus from the band of insurrectos and the
Treasurer Luna were returned today.
of
trains.
protected. There is no artillery in federal force 'that went after them
Juarez, so the enemy cannot be yesterday.
COASTING VESSELS MISSING
TEXAS LAWYER IS HONORED
shelled as it approaches- - On the other
Feb. 4. Several coasting
Madrid,
Bur4.
Richard
Feb.
Washington,
hand, General Orozco is said to have
vessels in the Mediterranean still are
ASSASSINATED
OFFICIAL
was
El
a
Tex.,
of
Paso,
gess,
lawyer
two field Dieces and three Gatling
Is feared the steamers
Teheran, Persia, Feb. 4. Sani Ed today appointed associate counsel for missing and it
guns.
were
lost
the recent storm. On
beduring
in
arbitration
the
the
minister
Persian
of
finance,
government
Dowlen,
on the street here tween the United States and Mexico the Catalonian coast alone, five barks
killed
and
was
shot
Enforced
Be
to
Neutrality
persona
assas- on the proprietorship of the Chamlzal were wrecked and forty-thre- e
Washington, Feb. 4. With twenty- today by two Armenians. The
drowned.
zone.
sins
escaped.
two troops of United States cavalry
-
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IDAHO STATESMAN
WINS
NOTABLE VICTORY ON
TEST VOTE

HAS

A

SLIGHT MAJORITY

OLD GUARD IN CONGRESS
FERS MOST SERIOUS
OF SESSION

SUF

SET-BAC-

Washing on, Feb. 4. After a series
of
thrilling experiences, Senator
Borah, supported by progressive re
publicans and democrats, has made
tremendous advances through the
lines of the old guard republicans and
placed the resolution for the popular
election of senators in a most advantageous position squarely in front
of the enemy's goal.
After taking several rebuffs the
Idaho senator pounded away until
he landed his resolution In the fa- ored place on the legislative program
and it must come up every day as the
unfinished business.
The moment the Lorimer case was
laid aside, late yeeterday, Senators
Nelson and Borah clamored for recognition.
Sherman saw
Mr. Nelson first and gave him the
floor.. He moved to take up the bill
to regulate the leasing of Alaska
coal lands, whereupon
Mr.
Borah
promptly moved to lay that motion
on the table. The move failed 36 to
'

Vice-Preside-

41.

..

Most senators, 'thought this settled
the question and that the Borah reso
lution had' been successfully relegated
to a position where it would not prove
a dangerous factor In the legislative
program during the short time remaining of the congress.
After the senate had
proceeded
With the Alaskan bill for a short time,
Mr. Nelson gave way to Senator Warren to make a motion that the senate
Mr. Borah
Monday.
adjourn lntil
here jumped into the frag again. He
said he would object, and that he did
so because it had become apparent
that senators opposed to his resolution would not give consideration to
if it they could help it He demanded
a roll call on the motion to adjourn
until Monday and this time he won
by a small margin.
Thus encouraged, Mr. Borah asked
that his resolution be made the unfinished business of the senate.
From the previous roll call, it appeared that this resolution might he
given this preference, and Senator
Penrose hurriedly moved an executive
session. Such a motion may he made
at any time and therefore Mr. Borah
again found himself elbowed out of
the way. As the executive motion
was being put to the senate, Mr.
Borah demanded a roll call, secured
a sufficient number of seconds and
the call was ordered.
On what was regarded the most
significant vote of the day, the executive session was denied 36 to 40.
All of those who voted In the affirm
ative are regarded as lined up against

u

FATALLY

NOBLEMAN

INJUREDBY

A LION

.

non-arriv-

GEORGE
BRITISH

OF
BROTHER
GRAY,
FOREIGN MINISTER

DIES

IN

AFRICA

Nairobi, British East Africa, Feb.4.
George Grey, a brother of Sir Edward
Grey, British minister of foreign af
faire, died in a hospital here last night
as the result of wounds he received
in an encouhter with' a Hon Tuesday.
Mr. Grey, with several companlons:
was stalking lions near the Athl river,
when he became seperated from the
others and suddenly was set upon by
the large beast. He was badly injur
ed before his friends came to the
rescue.

of senators and
popular election
those who voted in the negative are
known to be in favor of this policy.
All the affirmative votes were cast
by republicans but several republican senators voted with the demo- Vitus against me closed session, as
follows: Beverldge. Borah. Bourne.
Bristow, Brown, Burkett, Clapp, Craw
ford, Cummins, Dixon, Gronna, Jones,
la Follette, Nixon and Perkins.
Recognizing that Mr. Borah had LAST CHAPTER ENACTED IN THE
votes, no further objection was
CASE OF LIEUTENANT FRED.
made by the opponents and the reso
ERICK FERMOR HESKETH
lution became the unfinished business of the senate without a roll call,
Senator Hale even aided the support- DISAPPEARED
MYSTERIOUSLY
ers of the resolution in accomplish
ing tne parliamentary
proceedings HE BELONGED TO THE FAMOUS
necessary to that end.
NINTH LANSERS OF THE
Good feeling was restored and Sen- ator Borah announced that he had
BRITISH ARMY
no aisposition to prevent any senator
taking the time required to prepare PROBABLY NOW IN
AMERICA
speeches on the question. He withdrew also his objection to an adjournment until Monday.
BELIEF PREVAILS THAT HE DE
SERTED AND CAME TO UNITED
STATES TO LIVE
REVOLUTION IN HAYTI
Washington, Feb. 4. According to
a telegram from the American min
London, Feb. 4. The name of Lieu
ister, revolutionists in Haytl .have tenant Frederick Fermor Hesketh, of
captured Fort Liberty, Onanamintat the Ninth Lancers, who so strangely
and Trou.
dropped out of sight last fall, today
was stricken from the rolls of the British army, because of absence without
ACCUSED DOCTOR
leave.
He Is a son of Sir Thomas George
MAKES RETRACTION Fermor and Lady Fermor Hesketh,
and a grandson of the late United
States Senator William Sharon of
RUSSIAN POISONER Nevada. A world-wid- e
search for the
REPUDIATES CONFESSION OF
lieutenant failed of result
MANY MURDERS
He left his mother's residence on
the afternoon of October 29, Baying he
St Petersburg, Feb. 4. Dr. Pant would return Boon. The last seen of
d
chenko, the
poisoner, today him was the following morning when
in court retracted his confession that he landed from a steamer at Kingston,
he had deliberately murdered Count Ireland. It has been suggested he
Bouturlln at the instigation ot sailed for the United States.
Count
the latter' brotber-ln-laO'Brien de Lassy. The accused physi
SHORT
cian asserted ha was Induced to make GORILLA
the admission of gui't by promises
made him
the examining magis
BOB
trate at hla original Inquiry.

MISSING OFFICER
DROPPED FROM

MJUS

SELF-STYLE-

self-style-

V&s-sil-

l

MM

WdKOfBVLL

b--

BISHOP

SO

YEARS

OLD

4 The
Rochester, N. Y., Feb.
Right Rev. Thomas F. Hlckey of
this city, one of the youngest mem
bers of the Roman Catholic hierarchy
in America, received congratulations
today on his fiftieth birthday anni
versary. Bisiiop Hlckey was Dornin
Rochester and received his educatku
at St. Joseph's Provincial Seminary
in Troy. In 1905 he was appointed
coadjutor to Bishop McQuaid anl up- on the death of that prelate in 1900
he succeeded to the bishopric.

POPULATION
OF
WHOLE MALE
LOUISIANA IHAMLET ATTENDED BRUTAL FIGHT

New Iberia. La--, Feb. 4. A fight
to death between a gorilla and an
English bull dog, was" fought here .
early today, almost the entire male
population of New Iberia being the
Much money was wagspectators.
ered. A pen 12 feet square and S
The dog
feet high was arranged.
and gorilla were placed in the pen
minutes
at midnight and exactly 2
later the dog was defunct The dog
leaped at the gorilla the instant It
EXTRADITION BASED
was placed in the pen. The gorilla
caught him as a man catches a base
ON INNOCENT RIDE ball, then bit quickly throu.i the
dog's skull into the brain, boke its
back and literally tore it to pieces.
GEO.
DECIDES
YORK
COURT
NEW
1-- 2

M. MEAKER

MUST RETURN
PEARY

TO TEXAS

BILL

FILED AWAY

,

Washington, Feb- 4. Consideration
of the senate bill promoting Captain
Robert E. Pearj- - to be a rear admiral in the navy was definitely postponed in the house yesterday because
of the illness
of Representative
Bates of Pennsylvania, who has the
measure in charge. When the bill was
passed over on the private calendar,
Representative Mann of Illinois, served notice that the matter "In all hu
man probability" never would he
reached again iiis session.
-

New York, Feb. 4. Because George
Meaker of this city took a buggy
ride across 'the New Mexico line to
Texline, Texas, although he probably
was not aware at the time that he was
leaving New Mexico, he must go to
the Lone Star state to answer a charge
of having defrauded George Matting-ly- .
The appellate division of the su
preme court of New York has ao de
cided, after entertaining Meaker's ap
plication to reverse the findings of
the lower court which ordered his ex
tradition. Meaker based his fight
YELLOW FEVER RAGES
against extradition on the contention
On Board the U. S. Ship Marietta,
he was not in Texas at the time the at Sea, via Wireless to New Orleans,
alleged fraud was oommltteed. Feb. 4. The gunboat .Marietta, prowaters to
ceeding from Honduran
GARMENT WORKERS GIVE UP
Key West, was off Cape San Antonio
Feb. 4. The executive today. There are four cases of yelChicago,
committee of the striking garment low fever on board.
There are de
workers late yesterday sent for Thorn- scribed as two mild, now convalescing,
as A. Rickert, president of the United and two moderately severe, which
Garment Workers and told him they have passed the critical stage. None
could hold out no longer. Rickert of the officers are HI and no new
urged the met to return to work at cases have developed since Monday.
Committees
the employers' terms.
were sent to the employers and sev
UPRISING IN JAMAICA
eral firms agreed to take back their
discrimina
Batavia, Jamaica, (Dutch East Informer employes without
tion.
dies) Feb. 4. There has been a se
rious outbreak among the Chinese on
the Island of Billlton. The capital
ARCHBISHOP IS BETTER
Philadelphia, Feb. 4. Archbishop of Tanjuang Randan, haa been looted
Ryan passed a bad night, hut showed and burned and the' chief administrasome Improvement this morning. His tor and others murdered. Troops
have been sent to the scene.
heart action Is still very weak.
M.
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NEW YORK AWAITS
DECIES-GOUL-

D

WEDDING
UNITING OF AMERICAN HEIRESS
AND ENGLISH TITLE OF INTER-

INTEREST

NATIONAL

slender and dark, with a richly colored complexion, and is fond of om
door sports- - Last May she accom
paniekher family abroad to aitend the
wedding of Miss Margarette Drexel,
and Vis
sister of her brother-in-law- ,
count Maidstone, and It was during
this visit that she first met her future
husband.
Lord iDeciea is 45 years old aid
succeeded to hte title a short time
ago through the death of his brother.
He is a lieutenant colonel of the
Seventh Hussars and a member of
the Distinguished Service Order. He
has fought In many campaigns, serving against the Mad Mullah, In the
Mat&bele war and the Boer war. He
Is famous as a polo player and a
cricketer and is keenly Interested In
hunting and racing.
The peerage of Lord Decies Is an
Irish one and does not carry with It
a seat In the House of Lords. It
was created just a century xit In
favor of the' first Marquis of Water-ford'- s
William
brother,
younger
Reresford.
members of the Bereft rd
The
family are closely linked to AmerUa
The younger
marriage.
through
lb ro tier of Lord Decies, the Hou.
Arthur Beresford, married MissFor-enc- e
Miller of Providence, R. I., and
now
make their home on a ranch
tihey
in Alberta. John George Beres7orn.
another of the family, took for his
f
bride Miss Emilie Iselin, daughta'
the late Adrian Iselin of Ne Y'ik.
Then there was Lord William Beret
ford, who married the American widow of the Duke of Marlborough, who
a Miss
before her first marriage
Lillian Price, daughter of Commodore
Cicero Price of the Uni'.jd States
navy.
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CONGRESS GRINDS

001

POETRY BY

THEJEAM
EULOGIES

FOR

DEAD

MEMBERS

OFTENTIMES
SCHOOL

BRING
BACK
DAY FRIENDS

daiurlai,

r nrmurtn. x

the disposition of useless papers.
There he labored with intelligence
and teal, awaiting the opportunity
To

take

Occasion by the hand, and. make
The bounds of freedom wider yet
"In the midst of these labors, and
just as he had begun to make his
worth felt In this hall, he was cut
down.

or late

we must all go to

I

I

NEVER FOUND A
.WHOLESALE DEALER- S-

RAILROAD MAN

IN PRISON
MARK

TRADE
MRS. FLORENCE E. MAYBRICK
MADE THIS 8TATEMENT IN

This (ell sergeant, death,
Is strict in his arrest.
Soon

ly 1 1

4,

LECTURE HERE

that

"On none of my many visits to priONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXICO
Washington, Feb. 4. The house it bourne whence no traveler returns-sons throughout the country have I
not so .strong on the classics as it
The boast of heraldry, the pomp
ever found a railroad man among the
was In its early days, but it still reSIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS SIX
of power,
persons
serving sentences," was the
Vehicles
And
all
all
a
on
tains
that
that
what
beauty,
good working grip
to take place next Tuesday, is the
DryJnGood. Groceries, Hardware, Implements. Stoves,
opening statement made by Mrs. Florwealth
e'er
gave,
be
termed
commercial
may
poetry
talk of fashionable New York. The
ence E. Maybrick in her lecture to
HAIL ORDERS mStSSSt-3-HOUSES-Awaits alike tie Inevitable hour.
affair now promises to he more gorthat la, poetry that Is always quoted
Santa Fe employes and their friends
The paths of glory lead but to
geous and elaborate than was conon congressional 'change. There are
last night in the Y. M..C. A. hall. This
the grave.
in
the early plans. From
templated
favorite
certain
passages that appear (Pick up Slug 12 in Gray galley.) remark was received with applause by
SANTA ROSA
present indications it will be the
the railroad people. Mrs. Maybrick, LAS VEGAS,
ALBUQUERQUE,
in the Record so frequently that they
most notable affair of the kind that
. "But,
Mr. Speaker, how better can who was Incarcerated In a British priare believed to be kept set up in death find us
has taken place in the metropolis in
employed than in the son for many years, discussed "Prison
a long time.
type at the government printing of service of our country?
Reform and Kindred Subjects."
83
The ceremony will be performed
She described something of the ill 83
fice, ready to be incorporated In any
To every man upon this earth
at 4 o'clock In the afternoon in fashtreatment
often
an.d
injustice
given
member's remarks.
Death cometh soon or late,
ionable St Bartholomew's Church In
prisoners in the big penal institutions.
The house drops into poetry most
And how can man die better
Madison avenue.
Mrs. Maybrick told something of the
Bishop David H.
Than facing fearful odds,
frequently in eulogy sessions those
Greer will officiate, assisted by the
She
conditions that lead to crime.
For the ashes of his fathers
days set apart for tributes to departrector, the Rev. Dr. Leighton Parks.
kind treat
advanced
that
the
theory
And tie temples of his gods?
Lord Decies will await his bride
ed members. It is then that mem
ment of prisoners, treatment that
at the altar with his cousin. Lord
"And though he has gone from our makes them believe they are respon
bers,
Alastalr Graham of the Royal Navy,
midst his example will be potent to Bible human beings and worthy of be
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the land.
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Though baffled oft, is ever won.
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citizens when they are released from
those days for the sake of economy
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And makes me poor Indeed.
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When her child Is In danger a wo
Trinidad, Colorado.
Columbus, O., Feb. 4. A notable man will rl3k her life to protect It.
much younger than
herself, Miss won Its great reputation and immense
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Day" No great act of heroism or risk of life
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OPENING

OF PARLIAMENT

4. President
Feb.
Washington,
ENGLAND KEENLY ANTICIPATES
Taft will take a hurried trip
to
KING GEORGE'S SPEECH
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Springfield, 111., at the end of the
CONCEPTION Adrian
FROM THRONE
week
to
attend
Lincoln
the
annivers
Rabeyrolle,
paaior.
ary banquet In that city. On his
4. Hundreds
Feb- ret mam
of way to the Illinois capital the presiChicago,
a. m.; second mass
London, Feb. 4. Everything is in
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in Eneliah graduates and former studen of the dent will make a brief
stop in Co readiness for the opening of parliaand Spanish at 3 p. m., in
Spanish at Moody Bible Institute,
tha school lumbus to speak at the National Corn ment Monday. In view of the stirring
i.du p. m. Roaary and benediction
national issues with which the speech
founded
here
the
late
by
Dw;.;;t L. Exposition.
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
King George will open Parliament from the throne is bound to deal the
Moody for the training of B1b'itech
Monday. He will be accompanied by event is certain to attract extraordin,
1. 11
vauiecaum
lor English speaking ers, are returning to the city to par the Queen, and there will be a full ary attention. It is learned that the
cnuaren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on ticipate In the celebration
of the state ceremony: Owing to
the greatest precautions are being taken
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish SDeak twenty-fift- h
anniversary of the found- stirring national issues to come up to prevent any suffragette demonstra
ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
settlement the parliamentary tion in the vicinity of Westminster on
V(
The jubilee for
ing of the institution.
on baturday at 9 a. m.
session is expected to be one of the the day of opening.
celebratien
will
begin tomorrow, most momentous
of recent years.
There are few scenes more imposing
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR which will be the seventh-fourtan
The appeal in the case of Dr.
than
that to be witnessed in the house
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor, niversary of Mr. Moody's birth. The
under sentence of life of lords when parliament is openel
Hyde,
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun exercises will last
Made
through the entire imprisonment for the alleged murder by the king with the full state cere
day excepted. Second mass 8:30, week. The program will include the of Colonel Swope, a Kansas
mil- mony.
It
is
for
his
City
customary
majes
sermon in English, hymns rendered
anniversary sermon by Rev. Reuben lionaire, is on the docket of the su ty to wear the brilliant uniform of
by the children under the direction A. Torrey, former superintendent of preme court for
field marshal, which is partly conceal
argument Monday.
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass the institute, and lectures
The meeting of the Newfoundland ed by his great state robes. The
by such
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. well known divines,
evangelists and legislature called for Wednesday will queen likewise wears over her gorFrom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At
SECURES NUMBER
other religious workers as Bishop attract more than
ordinary attention geous gown a cloak of snowy ermine.
tieneaiction
of the Blessed Sacra Cheney, Bishop Vicent, Dr. J. Wilbur outside
Her
small
andcrown
diamond
the colony from the fact that
the
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital Chapman, John Willis Baer, Charles
the proposed fisheries regulations re- bright ribbon of the Order of the GarOF BOBWHITE QUAIL
for the Insane masB every fourth M. Alexander
and
Rev. Charles cently concluded with the United ter add to the brilliant effects of her
Sunday by the pastor.
Stelzle.
States will come up for consideration appearance.
and action.
WARDEN
Beside their majesties sit the Duke TERRITORIAL
GAME
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EFFECT'S EXCHANGE WITH
The
initiative
and
referendum
i nd and Duchess of Connaught and other
KANSAS
WOMAN
HELPLESS
J. Wilbur Rose, Pastor.
Services
LOCAL VARIETY
Lawrence, Kas. Mr. J. F- - Stone, a number of other questions of pub- members of the royal family, while
held in A. O. U. W. hall, on Eighth
of
this city, says, "My wife suffered lic importance are included in the clustered around are the great officers
street, between Douglas and Lincoln.
for ten years from womanly troubles, agenda 'of the Manitoba legislature, of state. Peers in their robes make
Santa Fe, N- M., Feb. 4. Game and
Special Front Rank Rally Day, pro
two years of which she was which will assemble In regular ses- a line of white and scarlet along the Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable has
during
10:
00
11:
a.
gram,
m,
a, m.; preaching
back benches. In front sit the peersion Thursday.
to exchange five dozen naYoung People's meeting, led by Miss totally helpless. She wad examined
esses
in beautiful dresses, with white arranged
The
event
in
of
the
the
week
social
some of whom
tive quail for five dozen Bob Whites
Mary Lowrey, subject: "Why Do You by many phyhicians,
world will be the international wed- plumes waving in their hair and dia
of New YorkThis is an unusual
Believe In Christian Endeavor?" Spe gave her up to die. Finally she be
to take place in New York on monds glittering In countless tiaras
to
ding
take
and
gan
then
since
Cardui,
and reflects credit on the
cial music. Six piece orchestra 6:30
exchange
has greatly improved in health. The Tuesday, when Miss Vivian Gould, and pendants.
Game Warden for being able to get
p. m. At 7:30 the Christian Endeav-orer- s
tonic,
strengthening, and restorative daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George J.
an equal number for the native quail.
assisted by the church choir will
Gould, will become the bride of Lord
MRS. DOXEY TO BE TRIED
The Bob Whites will whistle a merry
render a special program in honor of effects of Cardui, the woman's tonic, Decles.
on the womanly constitution, are the
Mo., Feb. 4. The bigamy tune all the way from New York to
Clayton,
the thirtieth anniversary of Christian
Abraham Ruef, once political boss case of Mrs. Dora Doxey is docketed
most valuable qualities of this popular
Chicago, thence over the Santa Fe
Endeavor.
medllcne. Cardui acts specifically on of San Francisco, under sentence of for trial here Monday, but another to Kansas City, down to Lamy, cheer
The public is cordially invited to
the womanly constitution.
Half a fourteen years' imprisonment for al- postionement may be ordered on
ing up the solitude of that place and
attend any or all of these meetings.
of the illness of the defendant. then coming to Santa Fe perhaps.,
of
success
century
proves that Cardui leged bribery of a supervisor, will
will do all that is claimed for it. Try appear in the California
supreme Mrs. Doxey is accused of marrying Just whether or not the New York
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY, it for your trouble.
court Monday to plead for a new William J. Erder, while she was the birds will find the air
up here too
Regular services every Sunday morn
trial.
wife of Dr. Loren B. Doxey. L"?t rare for their whistling eoloa and
11
even
and
at
o'clock
Wednesday
ing
Thursday is the day fixed for the summer Mrs. Doxey was tried in St. choruses remains tio be seen.
NOTICE
ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall
special election to be held in Ari Louis on the charge of murdeMig
To All Whom it May Concern.
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
zona to vote on the ratification or re- Erder and was acquitted. The bigamy
La Grippe Coughs
Notice is hereby given to all whom jection of the new state constitution case has been set for trial Beveral
and
weaken the system and
Strain
FIRST METHOblST EPISCOPAL it may concern that John H. York and recently framed at Phoenix.
:iub if not checked
times, but each time Mrs. Dox
may develop Into pneuCor. Eighth street and Na. Catherine Mackel,
CHURCH
the undersigned,
Important ?atherlngB of the week been unable to attend, owing to ill monia. No danger of this when Foltlonal avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor. were on the 39th day of January, A. D. will include the biennial session of nees. ','
ey's Honey and Tar Is taken promptly.
It la a reliable family medicine for all
Sunday school at 9:45. Sermon by 1911, appointed executors of the es the American Pomological Society at
coughs and colds, and acts quickly and
t
Follow a Cod"-BuPnumnfa
the pastor at 11. Junior League at 8:30 tate ot John B. Mackel, deceased. All Tampa, Fla. s the annual convention
effectively In cases of oroup.' Refuse
of
use
follows
never
the
Foley's snbsltltues. o. o. sonaeter and Ksa
.80; persons navlng claims agalat the said of the National Canners' association.
m.
Bpvorth league at .7:30.
which
the
checks
and
Tar,
must
preCross Drug Co.
Honey
at Milwaukee; the annual convention
John B. Maekel, deoeaed,
evening preaching service at
and expels the cold. M. Stock-sent them within the time prescribed of the Katlonal Brick Manufacturers." cough
well, Hannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
association at Louisville; the annual the remedies I ever used. I contract-eRemember the Name
..-- '
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main bylaw.
a bad cold and cough and was Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs
street.
&
Sixth
attorneys for the meeting of the North American Fish
Hunker,
Hunker
and
avenue
botOne
and colds, for croup, bronchitis,
with pneumonia.
and Game Protective association, at threatened
grippe
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; morning estate.
of Foley's Honey and Tar com- hoarseness and for racking la substi-tuetle
Montreal, and the meeting of the pletely cured me." No opiates, just coughs. No opiates. Refuse
JOHN H. YORK,
service 11:00 a. m.; B. Y. P. V-- , 6:30
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
m.
Canadian Forestry association, at Ot a reliable household medicine. O. G.
CATHERINE MACKEL,
p. m.; evening service, 7:30 p.
Red Cross Drug Co.
Drug Co.
Schaefer
and
Exectuors.
tawa.
to
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The public is cordially
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FADS and FASHIONS

New York, Feb. 4. Judging from and cozily warm into the bargain.
appearances the fur season is at its They are so softly mounted, too, that
height just now. Be the weather cold they can be folded and draped to
or mild, dry and clear or gloomy and the shape of the head, almost aa
raw, furs may be seen everywhere. easily as if they were made of velvet,
Long enwrapping coata of real seal, and in this way a deft touch here
musquash or electric seal are seen and there may often make all the
on all sides, trimmed heavily around difference between a final effect whlcli
the hem with some contrasting fur, is chic and striking, or merely comchinchilla, ermine, skunk or opossum, monplace. Contrasts of brilliant color
the shawl or Russian collar and cuffs are sometimes introduced very sucof corresponding peltry.
cessfully on these fur toques, In the
Pelisses of sable, chinchilla or shape of a bunch of bright purple
collars violets perhaps, or an emerald-greeermine, with broad turn-ove- r
of zebline, are the most popular ostrich feather on a gray squirrel
furs worn by fashionable
women, cap, or a large flower in orange velwho, moreover. Indulge dn magnificent vet on a moleskin background-Imantles of tailless ermine, hemmed
the case of the hats made in
and ornamented with sable or seal. skunk and In black fox, Louis XV.
Labrador lynx and other fancy furs bows are being used for trimming,
are made into muffs and toques, while carried out in metallic trimming or
the ultra-smaand stylish broadtail ribbon. The smartest new toques are
coats, hemmed and' trimmed with sa very soft; in the hand they appear
ble, skunk or chinchilla, according to shapeless, on the head they follow
the taste of the wearer, are the last every line ot the head. Brim and '
crown are the same height, but
words of distinguished faslon.
velvet-crownX
Russian pony coats are worn with of different
materials.
band of old
encircled with
collars of doeskin embroidered with
buttons. gold or jewelled ttaesetnehterle and
silver and large tortoise-shel- l
For dirty weather these (paletots de with a verjr full at&rett, tlttwrvhlte
use or black. This model Is copied In an
most
are
poulln Ruse
certainly
ful if not supremely elegant. Count endless variety of colors, and fabrics
less broad ao&rfs are soon. Invariab and ls one of the tnoet deservedly
ly bordered with fur of a contrast popular of tne aeuon. .Aler-ette- are and
not
ing color, not ne least attractive- feathers of all ' descriptions
being those of the soft gray male- placed aa high aa was the fashion
skin lined with satin to match, and last year, and the trimming is more
boardered with sealskin or baby bear. toward the hack than the front of the
accompanied by s voluminous muffs so hat
Almost without exception the fash
match.
The new style mantles or manteaux ionable hat is worn well down over
are extremely fashionable Just now. the head, the head size being large
entirely cover tha enough to permit this. Should it
These mantles
dress, and have taken the place of prove unbecoming In these circum
the tailor costume for all dressy oc- stances, then a halo or a band can
casions. It is not to be Inferred be worn in addition, but only when
that the practical coat and skirt In the hat is otherwise unbecoming. Apvelvet or ratine are no longer worn parently the aim of the present fashcover up as much of the
by the woman or girl who walks, ion is to
but for ail elegant purposes it must hair as possible, but as this ia singu
be admitted that the mantle has tak- larly trying to the majority of women,
every something has to be done to mitigate
en .precedence, and thrown
shade.
the trouble, and the brim of the hat
other kind of toilet into the
For this reason "les petitea robes" is rolled up or turned back at one
are so much In demand. Women re- side far enough to throw out suf
face more
quire a number of those "little dress- ficient hair to soften the
es'" to vary the effect, as their man- becomingly. , The brims of the large
tles are ellther laid aside or left hats extend out at the back, but the
open at the fashionable tea meetings. line they give is not ugly, provided
These little dresses worn with the the line at the side be becoming.
full
velvet or fur mantle, are so much
High crowned turbans and
with
that
hobnob
skirt
and
blouse
crowned
the
bonnet,
than
shapes
prettier
have formed the home dress of more big picture hats. Styles In these show
than half the number of women In great variety. The flower and velvet
the civilized world for the last ten combinations are the richest and most
effective for early spring wear. All
years.
Everywhere, on gowns and coats kinds of flowers are employed for
and evening
wraps and separate them cowslips, narcissus, hyacinths,
blouses and negligees, the sailor col- li'acs, violets, gardenias and roses and
lar is prevalent. It is the one new all the unnamed little blossoms that
touch in neckwear this season. As the manufacturers have lately introa rule- It is of generous proportions, duced, are favored for such creations.
sometimes reaching almost to the Frequently the flowers are combined
waist, and it may ibe of any color or with velvet of their own shade or
fabric Moreover; it may not match with a brighter color, green, royal
the rest of the costume. The sailor- - blue, cerise and white being the most
collar effect may, of course, be only popular contrasts.
an apparent one. In this case the
One of the new colors of the sea
collar is simly a stitched square ap- son shown In Pals recently is a pe
named for the sea.
plied on the blouse, and is used chief culiar green-bluly because It gives an appearance of It is iridescent, and therefore friendheight.
ly when the question of alliance with
Fur millinery of every sort and other shades is considered.
iSome' of the most luxurious lace
two members were present, out of kind is enjoying a wonderful popu
worn with tea gowns have ribbon sashes made
and
this
season,
larity
twenty-thresuch Is the enthusiasm
stoles and muffs to match, these hats of several lengths wide, soft satin
shown by this company. Some night in skunk and in
fox, in ermine and ribbon, knotted
at intervals and
the wind may be howling and the in gray squirrel, have proved themweighed with heavy balls or tassels.
snow may be drUting and if, unfor selves equally comfortable and be- These sashes fall at one side of the
tunately a fire should occur, you cna coming. The furriers seem to have back or front from a wide girdle of
makthe satin.
safely stay tucked away under your discovered some means, too, of
blanket and rest assured that every ing this kind of headgear compara
All evening
gowns are longer.
one of the K Romero's is at that tively light in weight, a great 1m Roung length models
touch
the
moment, getting ready and hurrying provement on the state of things ground. Although long and narrow
which prevailed only a year ago, lines are still imperative, the skirts
to lend assistance.
to wear a fur hat usually meant are a trifle wider, so that one may
when
cit7
the
Committees will canvass
soon on a ticket selling campaign. a bad headache for the wearer. For now walk with comparative ease.
Here is a good way to show appreci tunately this ia no longer the cp
Foulyards promise to be as popular
ation of the unselfish and efficient ser- for one can procure nowadays soft during the coming season, if not more
vice of the E. Romero's. Buy at many caps In ermine and in moleskin, as so, than during the past season.
tickets as you can afford. Yon will well as quite large toques in fox
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
furs, which are as light aa a feather
be helping a most worthy causa.
-
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas

avenue and Tenth street
11
Morning worship and sermon at
o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday
echool session at 9:45 a. m. Young
People's Society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
Strangers
invitation to all people.
and .sojourners In the citjr especially
welcome.
-

E. ROMERO HOSE AND FIRE COMPANY; WITHOUT A RIVAL
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ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
National avenue and Eighth street.
Rev. J. S. Moore, past-- .
Fifth Sunday after the- Epiphaney,
February 5, 1911. Holy Communion
7:30: Sunday School 9:45; Litany,
Holy Communion and sermon 11:00.
This church Is open daily tor pri
vate prayer and meditation.
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TEMPLE' MONTEFIORE Douglas
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
rabbi.
Services and sermon every Friday
chilnight at 8 o'clock. Services for
Saturschool
every
dren and Sabbath
day morning at 10 o'clock.

constipation permanently by proper
with the bene
personal
ficial effects of Syrup ot mgs auu
rawir of Senna, when required. The
most imforming of regular habits is
to
endeavoring
while
and
portant
of
of
Syrup
assistance
the
form them
most valFigs and Elixir of Senna is
which
uable, as it is the only laxative
acts without disturbing the natural
functions and without debilitating and
it ia the one laxative which leaves the
internal organs in a naturally healthy
one In
condition, thereby really aiding
that way. To get its beneficial effects,
the
buy the genuine manufactured by for
California Fig Syrup Co. only, and
sale by all leading druggists. Syrup
never
of Figs and Elixir of Senna is with
classed by the
medicines which make extravagant
habitual
and unfounded claims to cure
without
personal
constipation
-
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The E. Romero Hose and Fire company ia one of the most unique as
well as efficient fire fighting organizations in the United States- Organized
in 1882 It is one of the oldest fire departments of its kind in existence.
e
The department consists of twenty-threvolunteer firemen and two paid
drivers. Some of the best ( known
citizens of Las Vegas are on its
membership roll. Neither city, town
or county is contributing to the support of the company. A
fine on every member who fails to
respond to an alarm, night or day,
furnishes revenue for running
'
Onoe a year the department gives
a mftsaue carnival on Washington's
-

d

birthday. The masque this year will
annual benefit
be the twenty-nintThe proceeds of this . dance furnish
another main, source of revenue.
Since this dance takes place but onoe
a year the citizens of Greater Las
Vegas have always contributed liberally and no doubt wlH do so this
year. Every dollar that has been
cleared or donated in former years
has been used for purchasing equipment, paying for the station house or
running expenses. No member has
ever received remuneration for services rendered nor has any money
been expended for smokers or special
Catherines. While these lat'er are
often held the cost Is always raised
by assessing the meiwbers.
h

The E. Romero company owns its
station house, team, wagon and
The station house is one or
the beat equipped in the entire
are invited to visit it at any
time.
The department knows no east, no
west, no south, no north, but with
the tap of the bell answers all alarms.
nav or nlcht. in rain or snow. That
business men and property owners
enjoy good fire protection and rea
sonable insurance rates, Is certainly
at least partly due to the efficiency
high
of the E. Romero's. When
winds prevail, members of the company and the horses, with bits In
their mouths, have often waited for
'trouble. At the last meeing twenty- -

own
hose.

west-Citizen- s
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.
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MERCY' UNDESERVED"
ESTABLISHED

TODAY'S COMPLETE' MARKET REPORTS

1171

It would - be unjust to President
Taft, of course, to intimate that his
PUBLISHED BT
purpose in reducing the sentence of
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
IiaOOBPOKATED
Socialist Editor Warren was to enthe Bocalistlc and anarchistic
M. M. PADGETT
Editor courage
elements of the country. But it Is
difficult to understand, in the light
of all the circumstances, how any
other result will follow. It Is diffEntered It the Poitofftce at East icult to conceive, for instance, how

HONEY AND STOCKS
New York, Feb. 4. Call money,
nominal. Mercantile paper 4
per
cent Mexican dollars 45. Amalgamated 66. Atchison 119. Great NorthNew York
preferred,- - "129 '7-ern,
Central 114
Northern Pacific 127
EeadingJ 160. C Southern Pacific
can 1203I-a.- - Union, Pacv 180. Steel 81
2

8

8.

."

200, including 100 southerns.

Market
steady.? .Native ateers, $5 25i5.i0;
southern i steers, $4.755.90; south
ern cows, $3.254.75; native hel'fjs
and cows, $3. 25 6; Blockers
nnd
ifeedars, $4.6O5.80; bulls, $'JT;
calves, $4.508; western sters. $5
6; western cows, $3.255.
iHogs 3,000. , Market stevlr. 3uiK,
heavy, $7.4037 55;
$7.457.65;
Cb;
packers and butchers, $7
light, $7.07.70.
Sheep None reported on the market today. Market Is steady.

of all other
JNCORPORATE every desired feature
typewriting machines into one ;and compare it,
feature with feature, working part with working
part, with the
M

,

;. ;

Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- orderly and
citizen
sion through the United States Malls look with favor upon only the nom- pfd. 120
m;)
a second class matter.
inal punlhsment of a man convicted
by due process of law of offarlna
riETAL
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
through the mails a reward for the
New York, Feb. 4. Lead and copDaily Per Year, by Carrier ....97.50 abduction of a former governcand
Daily Per Month, by Carrier... .65 his return to his own state for trial per nominally unchanged. Silver 52
of
Daily Par Week, by Carrier .. .15 on a politically Inspired charge
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
,
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
murder.
Feb. 4- Cattle, 200. Market
Chicago,
Per Year, by MaU
2.00
The classes of citizens who most
WOOL
Beeves,
steady.
$4.806.80; Texas
Six Months
1.00
sympathize with Warren arc those
4. Wool. Mar- steers, $45.25; western steers, $4.30
St.
Feb.
Louis,
Mo.,
are
Advertisers
guaranteed, the who bitterly denounced the aorea
ket
rial west5.50; stackers and feeders, $3.70
'
largest daily and weekly circulation "abduction", of the Westaa 'Hirers ern unchanged.
tsi-cows and heifers, $2. 60 5. 75;
mediums,
mediums,
5.65;
1922;
of any newspaper in northeastern New officials.
The main point involved Is
:
fine,
1213.
'calves,
$6.508.
1618;
Mexico.
matter
as
that Warren sent printed .
UNDERWOOD
and
Market steady
Hogs 10,000.
the malls offering a money
through
to yesterday's average.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1911.
Light,
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
reward to anyone who would commit
best machine one
mixed,
$7.507.85;
$7.357.70;
4.
the crime of kidnaping In a specific
Feb.
Wheat, May 96;
Chicago,
heavy, $7.057.55; rough, $7.05
OUlt NEIGHBOR'
of work, doing more
case. For advocating through the July 93
Corn, May 50l-8- ;
July
7.25; good to choice heavy, $7.25
TROUBLES
32
malls this form of anarchy and Jynch 51. Oats May 33jg)l-8- ;
July
and
work per given effort, and is
law Warren was sentenced to pay a Pork, May 1825; July 1760. Lard May 7.55; pigs, $7.507.90; bulk, $7.45
7.65.
The onlooker can always make fine of $1,500 end serve six months 980; July 967
Ribs May 977
Sheep 1,500. Market steady. Na
pertinent and seemingly valuable sug in Jail. This sentence was commuted July 955.
tive,
$24O4.30; western, $2.25
and
a
to
flno
of
$100
gestions to the combatants, but per by the president
4.30; yearlings, $4.405.50; lamgs,
anwas
feature
the
imprisonment
haps it Is just as well that such, ad
native, $4.256.10; western, $4.25
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
nulled.
vice is seldom followed. It is difficult,
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 4. Cactle, fl.05.
of
Of course, with the spectacle
(however, to refrain, not from offer- another editor morally responsible
ing gratuitous advice to the Mexican for the assassination of a president Chicago) believes in the evil eye or IIUUKY, WORRY, FLURRY
government, hue from
expressing enjoying Immunity from punishment, In witchcraft. Even tue genial prachas been He hurried to breakfast, he gulped
wonder at the manner in which the Warren may have had a precedent tice, of hanging person?,
half his food,
crime of ab pretty generally dlsassociatsd fror.
lesser
for
the
favoring
revolutionary movement in our sis- duction. But that is not a good de
that day of the week commonly call- He hurried to work like a person
ter republic has been handled by the fense either in law or morals, and ed Friday. No old woman, with a
pursued;
central authorities.
has He hurried to lunch, and he hurried
with all due respect to the president, hairy chin and a btoomstlck,
right back.
The Mexican revolution, for the a wholesale lesson would have been been burnt for ever so long. Tbe
He
and
Jostled
other folk3
to
law
take
bumped
are
the
degenerate.
manifestly
allowing
taught
days
by
movement seems worthy of being
his
from
the
this
incen
here
case
of
track;
Its course in the
But Chicago has
opened
dignified by such a title, has been
Socialist publisher.
way to rehabilitate some of the good He hurried his smokinf, his talking
diary
and writing.
waging in more or less stagey style
o
old fallacies by legal, or at lei
for several months. The border states
He
hurried his Joking, his 'valklng
rule
a
now
sanction.
official,
Surely
A REAL NATTY BU5IPO
of tne north appear to be the
and fighting;
be expected forbidding the run
may
alworst infected with insurgents,
trains on Friday, He couldn't be quiet, he kept In the
younger ning of outgoing
Gustave A.
Madero,
been
several
have
sporthere
though
race
a
who
One
Journey on that
begins
.j.
adic outbreaks
in the interior. brother of the leader of the Mexican
g
And hurried to beat in the
acas
an
bo
should
regarded
day
said
to
have
is
revolution,
reported
town
on
most
the
Juarez,
important
pace
cessory before the fact to the felony
t. the northern border, is
reported to in a New York interview that Gen of suicide, and should be Jailed ac Of the hurry and worry and flurry.
be almost in the grip of a small eral Orozco, who la leading the revo
cordingly.
insurgent force. During all the lutionist advance on Ciudad Juarez,
The lighting committee of the Chi He hurried his men and he hurried
no
in
had
social
particular,
position
trouble an apparent leathergy has
INCORPORATED
his work.
council should, appropriately,
cago
government but learned to hit a dime every time make it a misdemeanor for the new He hurried to fire every one who
prevented the central
from taking decisive Bteps to quell with a rifle at 200 yards."
might shirk;
over a citizen's left
We had thought that the nonparlel moon to shine
the irevolt. The official dispatches
shoulder.
a
So,
generous appropri He hurried his courtship and marour
created
marksman,
boyhood
by
,!
from Mexico City are open to vari
riage as well,
ation for salt to put on the tails of
ous constructions. In the face of eye- friend Fenimore Cooper was never the sparrows would tend to discourage He hurried hla preacher, if trutlh we
rememwitnesses to tiio troubles soma twenty- to be equalled. He, you will
may tell;
v. uo hurried
propogatlon of those pests.
him out to the little
miles from Juam, the government ber, oould nit a. mosquito's eye as far tbeOnce
more the superstition about He hurried his reading, Oils riding and
God's acre.
Issued df a pa tclie saying that tne high as he oould see It; if two potatoes
rowing,
may arise from that quiescence
iie friends hurried back with tears
officials knew of no federal reverses. were thrown Into the alp he could pins
to which It has too long1 been exiled. He hurried his feeding, his coming
hurriedly dried.
The dispatch was either sincere or put a rifle bullet through the centers
t .,
and going;
A sentence to the rockpTle would have
And they quickly forgot that he lived
It was not If the former Is the case, of both as they crossed ; and he could a
salutary effect upon the careless He couldn't be placid, he went with
and he died
the situation in which. President bare the center of a bull's eye at 100 criminals
a rush,
who drop iplns in such a
( In
with
shot
next
one
and
the
hurry and worry and flurry.
(Diaz's government finds Itself is in- yards
put the
heads are first reached And never found time for a moment
Has been in force for Oyer two
deed grave; if the latter is true, the directly over the first without remov way that the
Chicago Post.
years and
hush
of
the innocent passer by. Any recksituation is grave or not, depending ing so much as the fringe of the hole. by
has
In
the
and
and
universal
given
less
who
hurry
worry
to
refuses
flurry.
satisfaction Our
person
pick up
But Orozco is a close second.
upon the point of view.
s
Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
the
Of course, it is immaterial, we sup- a pin rwhose point is toward him
lowest
With methods of communication
prices
possible for cash 10
He hurried to bed with an Illness last remedy for backache, rheumatism and
should be fined for hils bravado.
are
urinary
irregularities.
vastly improved over what they were pose, that a dime cannot be seen at
tonic
They
week,
It is impossible to set forth in
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.
in action, auick in results
when Diaz fought Ihis way to emin- 200 yards.
re- He hurried the doctor, his healing to a prompt relief from all
brief
of
all
the
possibilities
space
disoro
kidney
ence and power, with governmental
ders., O. G. Schaefer and Red Croas
vival of good old Ignorant tradition
credit In comparatively sound condiAT
"THIRTEEN" IN CHICAGO thus opened to the hope by the Chi- He hurried the nurse and attendants Drug Co.
tion, and with a standing army rebeside,
have
cago officers. But enough may
"Is the world all grown up? ' ashed been indicated to establish tho ex- He hurried and sank, and he hurried
ported to number about 25,000 men,
Tony Paust Budwelser beer Is
It would seem that the troubles in somebody once, as though he hoped pensive debt of gratitude which all
and died,-- ;
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
the northern states could be put down it hadn't. If this person i? iUll liv denizens of the republic who en.'oy His sorrowing mourners rushed the of the finest draft beers served over
with
This ing he will be cheered by tha news artificial apprehension owe to their
comparative rapidity.
undertaker,
any bar in the City.
thought is brought home with even from Chicago. In that bvava town titled classmates in the Chicago mumore than ordinary force when it is the city officials, in renumbering the
nicipal service.
remembered that President Diaz fair- houses in certain streets, omitted the
ly cut and shot his way to the presi- number thirteen. Chlldisb. fears and
Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
dency and has maintained himself Senegambian night thoutruis UMyhave
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
there by overpowering force. A full been outgrown in adult; minds else- disease with inflammation of the kidregiment of infantry, with some ar- where, but the primltlvo authorities neys and bladder, and dizziness," says
Mrs. Cora
Jackson, Mich. "A
tillery, ought to hold Juarez against of Chicago hold fast to the simple bottle of Thorp,
Foley's Kidney Remedy
any revolutionary force that could be faiths.
overcome the attack, reduced the
sent against it
took away the pp'n and
Superstition has a hard enough tiaie
J-The fact that Ciudad Juarez has at best in these iconoclastij days of made the" bladder action normal. I
one
of
this
know
wish
could
.every
t ..'ila,
been left unguarded gives rise to in- general intelligence.
Nobod'
(un,11 v t
wonderful remedy." O. G.' Schaefer
ail .
TO
one
less
the
excepts
city uflic'a'a nf and Red Cross Drug Co.
DETAILS
f
teresting speculations on the present
THE
condition of the Mexican governTOILET AARK THE WELL-DRESS- ED
X. ?? . j- ment Does the fact that no federal
troops were sent there mean that
TO BUY
cannot trust its
the government
DOES rtOT
mean
no
It
Does
has
that
it
army?
MUCH
army? Does it mean that, if there
BUT
FILL BIG
is a Mexican army, the authorities
DRE
cannot concentrate a body of troops
DO YOU HOT MEED A
HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed aealthful-nes- s
COMB
FOR YOUR
in the northern states for fear of outwithout extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
breaks In other parts of the republic?
YOUR
CLOVES
days of sunshine in the year.
In any event, the situation looks
AECKTIES,
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by moungrave for the Diaz government Our
HOSE-- MAY
tain streams or from wells of no great depth.
neighbor is having troubles that may
OUR
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inchej, averresult disastrously for the federal
YOU AEED IS CREDIT.
age, occurring principally In July and August
government.
COME TO US
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being general-YOU'LL
ly sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
FOR
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
DRESS ACCESSORIES.
WHAT!!
wnere conditions are equally good.
"The Washington, D. C, Post names
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats,' wheat, potatoes, corn and
United States Marshal Crelghton M.
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
Forakcr of Albuquerque, as a sena"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, u proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
torial possibility from New Mexico,
NEEDLED
An irrigation eystem to cover many thousandaeres surroundand intimates that he may be the
AND PIN-LACEJ
mate of Delegate W. H. Andrews in
ing the city is now being constructed.
matter now generbtis native 'has rPn if
p
VOU are a
Mexithat capacity." Santa Fe New
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are showgood dresser you'll
German and
can.
aids here, every
ing up very promising values. Building stone of superior jjuallty li
Vals Imnation French
Darners, Croket Cotton, Emand
We are bold enough to predict that
sales ladies make suggestions.
our, ?
quarried nearby.
Real Lmen
broidery
Cotton,
Tracing
Torchons,
if fno United States marshal of the
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent
Wheels, Thimbles, Scissors,
Hair Nets, Brushes, Combs,
Baby Irish
idis;tfct of New Mexico has
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
THE STORE OF
Safety Pins, Hooks and Eyes,
Effects.
and should be
Stock raising Is a profitable business.
Cube Pins, Chamois Skins,
QUALITY'
ed to that position, he will pause long
A. great natural pleasure ground abounds
Collar Stays, Hair Pins, Side
In this
National
Combs, Tooth Brushes, Croand consider thoughtfully before acEMBROIDERIES .
Forest, with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
chet Needles, Silk Seam Bindcept ing a Job that carries with it
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
Latl
ing, Buttons, etc., etc.
Swiss, Cambric.Nain-sook.an- d
the renowned "Bull" as a
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
law-abidi-
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UNDERWOOD

STANDARD

TYPEWRITER

-

Te-rttor- y

stands out

the

the
greatest latitude
better
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permitting the

,

"The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy"

J T IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in construction. The Underwood Type Bar Stroke has
but three elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar.

.

time-beat-In-

Underwood Typewriter Company

John Rogers,

Las Vegas

Exclusive Agent,
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Ti'Ei APPROACH

Cold

morning and nights
coldsand colds mean
tnat disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable;
to
means

.

"

vr t.. iTMicas

TIE lit!' 1911
TOIW

FOR FUN DON'T

,4.1

will leave this
evening for a trip to California and
the northwepfU

RTS

GO ANYMORE

H. B. Fergusson,

:MmmW

VICTIM OF BLOOD

GO-CA-

W&kf

to congress and a lawyer of
Are Now on Display, Also
Albuquerque,
was here today.
obviate which the
C0NTESTS F0R "KEEPS" ARE THE
Cy Hazlett returned,
today from Hot
DICK J0HNSON DIED LAST NIGHT
-.
" THING,
INSTEAD OF
springArk.,
where
he had beeaWf
A. D. S.
AT LOCAL HOSPITAL FROZEN
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LOCAL NEWS

TONE UP YOUR CHICKENS

Now for

a

good electric

treatment

at Nolette's Barber Shop.

Now is the time In our Poultry Supply
Department we have all the necessary

The White Kitchen for a good Sun
day dinner. Chicken. 75 cents.

Ingredients, such as
4 lbs. for 25c
Granulated Bone, 5 lbs. for 25c
Meat Meal, 5 lbs. for 25c

Rain fc'l this morning.
pitation amounted to
inches.

Green Cut Bone Meat and Blood,
5 lbs. for 25c
Laying Food, 5 lbs. for 25c

Prepared Charcoal

little

Chick Food. 5 lbs. for 25c
Security Poultry Food and Egg Maker, per pkg. 25c
Clam Shell, 8 lb. for 25c
Grey Granite Grits, 10 lbs. for 25c ,
Medicated Nest Eggs, Each 5c
China Nest Eggs, per doz. 25c
Also Wheat, Corn and Chop.

TIE

TIT'S

STORE

Dr. F. T. B. Fest, who recently submitted to a surgical operation for the
removal of superfluous adipose, is able
to be out The operation' was a suc
cess.

ALWAYS BUSY

1

Phone Main 193 or Main

E

194

The board of education of the town
of Las Vegas will hold . its retnilar
monthly meeting Monday evening in
the rooms of the Las Vegas club on
the West Bide.

Timothy Hay

We are closing out silk dress trim
ming at cost, up to date in every re
spect. Ladies interested will save
money by buying now. ROMERO

White Cleaned

..Oats..

MERCANTILE

Bran Corn Corn Chops
-

The Boy Scouts today enjoyed an
outing in the foothills, having gone
on a scouting expedition with Scoutmaster George Fitzsimmons. The par
ty left the Y. M. C. A. building at 9
o'clock expecting to remain out the
greater part of the day.

AND-

HI

PIE

FLOUR"

Ducking along the river and on the
lakes is said to be exceptionally good.
Several parties of hunters will go

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

I

131

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

Pjrst National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President

E. D. RAYNOLDS,

-

-

Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic- and Foreign Exchange.

Sweet Peas

Pink

Beautiful and Fragrant!

$1.00 PER HUNDRED

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

462,

Eighty men, making up battalions
artillery, passed
through here this afternoon on Santa
Fe train No. 1. The men are on
their way to San Francisco where
they will be stationed. People about
the station thought the soldiers were
being sent to Juarez to protect Ameri
can interests in case the Mexican re
volution becomes serious. The sol
diers said Uncle Sam will be able to
protect himself with the regulars who
are already in El Paso.
of coast and field

out tonight and early tomorrow mornFrancisco Martinez was found guil
ing to spend Sunday blazing away at ty yesterday afternoon in the east
the fowls. Needless to say, they ex- - side court of stealing some pieces of
expect to return with full game bags. jewelry from his sister, Eva Martinez.
The jewelry consisted of three bracer
Volleyball and basketball will fur lets and other, articles which Martinez
nish amusement for a big crowd at was accused of selling to a pawn
The Busi- broker for a small amount of money.
the Y. M. C. A. tonight.
ness Men's squad will play three He was sentenced to sixty days in
games of volleyball for the champion the county jail and began his sentence
ship of the city. Basketball will be last night. Martinez is said to have
played by the Normal and the Seniors. served a sentence in the territorial
penitentiary.
The Normal University basketball
team will go against a team worthy
Records made in the dayB when
its best efforts Friday evening Quay county was a part of San Miguel
when it tackles the territorial univer- are being compiled by W. W. Mayes,
sity on the armory court. The uni- a Tucumcari attorney, who is spend
ing several days bere while engaged in
versity defeated the Agricultural col10. the task.
Assessment rolls covering
lege last night by a score of 18 to
land now in Quay county are being
Las Vegas local No. 5376 of the gone over by Mr. Mayes in the office
Handholders' Union of America, which of County Assessor York. Mr. Mayes
has been using the steps of the Car- - is an abstractor and is doing this work
eniege library for a regular meeting for the purpose of getting a complete
place for some ' time, has abandoned abstract of his county.
that place. Its meetings were proving
too amusing to people of the
Thomas F. Daly, a resident of Can-- '
ton, O., was taken off of Santa Fe train
No. 10 here today while on his way
from
Fresno, Calif., to his home. Mr.
mission
state
M.
E. Anderson,
Miss
ill on the train and was
became
Home
Woman's
Daly
under
the
Baptist
ary
his journey. He
to
unable
continue
Missionary society, Is in the city and
will speak at the Baptist church Sun- was accompanied by his brother, John
In John-seday morning at 11 o'clock. Subject, Daly. Mr. Daly was taken
to
the Las
ambulance
Son's
and
In
IndianB."
the
"My Visit to the Hopl
receive
will
he
where
at
the
will
hospital
she
Vegas
6:30
at
speak
evening
to
until
able
remain
and
treatment
Young People's meeting.
resume his journey.
Su't has been filed in the district
court of Union county by John M. The meeting at the Y. M. C. A. toKnox, who seeks to quiet title to cer- morrow afternoon will be for Boy
tain lands. The suit is in the names Scouts, and those who are interested
of Janett H. Clapham and Anna D. iu the organization. All scouts, and
Knox, minors, and Is directed against those who are thinking about joining
Rico.rdo Gonzales. The suit affects the local troop are invited to attend
and hear what Scoutmaster Fitzsim
certain lands adjacent to Clayton.
mons has to say about the organiza
tion. If there are any fathers who are
interested, they also may attend. The
meeting will be held at 3:30.

Oranges

Ranch Phone 276.

FOR THE BEST OF

Buy your oranges in
quantity. Far more economical than buyingthem
by the dozen.

Announcement has been made by
the postal department of the appoint
ment of four new postmasters to take
charge of New Mexico postofflces. The
appointments are as follows: Assa
M. Hallenbeck, Chico; Atlas V. PowJames R. Beals,
ers, Lake Arthur;
Lower Penasco; Marie L. Curry,

The White Kitchen for a good
dinner. Chicken. 25 cents.

Beef

Mutton
Porfc

Veal

Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds
Fish

We will furnish you
with any size for $3 50
per box $1.75 for one-ha- lf
box.

,7

:

GO TO THE

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store I.
'

0000-000-00-00- 0

Pickles, Etc.

WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OP EVERYTHING EATABLE

i

STEARNS.
GROCER.

2 HOUSEUOR SALE

ats

NEW nobby

OUR

Styles

in Hawes and Stetson

LUDWIQ Wn. ILFELD
At the next regular meeting of the
city council which will be held Wednesday evening, It Is llke'y much time
will be given to a discussion of sewer
construction. Action leading toward
the immediate building of a sewer
The
system probably will be taken.
Citizens' committee has a lengthy report in readiness for presentation to
the council. It will hold a meeting
Monday evening at which time additional data for presentation to the
council, together with a statement of
the ready support offered the committee's plan for sewer building by the
property owners in general, will likeare
ly be formulated. Indications
that Las Vegas will see the beginning
of construction on a modern sewet
'
system. In the near futrue.

PI

3

E1OTES

Phone Main 379.

arrived
and are now open for
Hats have

SEWER BOOSTERS

your inspection.
DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
E. G. MURPHEY.
A. M. ADLER.
J. C. JOHNSEN.
C. V. HEDGCOCK.

ALL THE NEW SHAPES AND
COLORS ON DISPLAY

BEN LEWIS.
DR. H. W. HEY MANN.
DR. F. H. CRAIL.
W. J. FUGATE.
R. F HAYS.
CHARLES GREEN CLAY.
O. L. GREGORY.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
F. O. BLOOD.

Buy Early, Gel the New Ones

GREENBERGER

FRED WESTERMAN.
SIMON BACHARACH.
ISAAC BACHARACH.
HERMAN ILFELD.
J. S. DUNCAN, SR.
M. N. CHAFIN.
F. J. GEHRING.
INVESTMEN AND AGENCY CORPORATION.
MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
GEORGE A. FLEMING.
LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD.
GUS LEHMANN.

HARRY W. KELLY.
F. H. PIERCE.
FLECK ESTATE.
M. M. PADGETT.
H. C. SMITH.

"A Square Deal"

More of These
MATTRESSES
Sold In Las Vegas Than Any Other
All-Cott- on

Sold at $5, OO and Up

C. C. ROBBINS.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE

ROSENWALD.

FRANK SPRINGER.
C. H. SPORLEDER.

J.

C. D. BOUCHER,
E. V. LONG.
T. W. HAYWARD.
I. K. LEWIS.
W.G. HAYDON.

C.

SIG NAHM.

,

'

I

'

SON

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Matin 227.

Wholesale
dSSDSllI and
Retail

FRED NOLETTE,
COLONEL R. E. TWITCHEL,
E. W. HART.
CHARLES TAMME.

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal,

MISCHIEVIQUS BOYS

alf sizes. Steam Coal.

D. W. CONDON

Foot of Main St.

Phone Main 2 1

RECKLESS USE OF SLING SHOTS
WINDOWS-POL-

ceos LUMP
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAUSINGANNOVANCE

TO

&

623 Douglas Avenue.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

JAKE STERN.
DAN STERN.
D. T. HOSKINS.
DR. C. S. LOSEY.
DR. W. R. TIPTON.
B. F. FORSYTHE.
DR. W. P. MILLS.
W. N. ROSENTHAL.
GEORGE H. HUNKER.
W. J. BENJAMIN.

LINE OF BEDDING

JOHNSEN

Exclusive Local Agents,

R. J. TAUPERT.
HENRY G. COORS.
W. J. LUCAS.
JOHN S. CLARK.
M. GREENBERGER.

DAMAGING

MEANS

& MONOBAXM iirurniiAiiPn
Mm?! AT THE PRICE

ON A

CLARENCE IDEN.
CECILIO

'"8S

THIS LABEL

MATTRESS

n

A

White

CO.

RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS

We are prepared to sell you any Winchester rifle
as cheap as any catalogue house or dealer anywhere
in the U. S. If you are contemplating of getting either
at any time, get our price. We are always glad to
give you the price, whether you want to buy or merely
Full stock of WINCHESTER SHELLS.
get posted.

.0000573654

The Catholic Ladies of the East
side have secured the Opera house
for an entertainment to be given St
Patrick's night, March 17.

AT

WINCHESTER

The preci

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

SATURDAY,' FEBRUARY 4, 191 1

ICE

MAY ACT

Boys with sling shots have begun
causing much annoyance and consid
erable damage to residents of certain
sections of the city. Mrs. H. S. Wells,
who resides on the corner of Lincoln
and Tenth, said this morning that
boys had broken $7 worth of window
glass In her home in the past two
days. This morning Mrs. Wells 3aw
rocks alighting in her yard.
Although she kept a careful lookout she
was unable to discover from whence
they came. Suddenly one of the
stones crashed through her window.
Mrs. Wells believes the stones were
thrown by boys at a distance of a
block or more away, as the sling shots
will carry for a long distance if manipulated by skillful youngsters.
City Marshal Ben Coles has been
notified and will put a stop to the carrying of slings. There is an ordinance
against this practice. On former occasions Coles has gone out and collected a choice lot of weapons and
put a stop to property damage." The
use of sling shots is a dangerous habit
and the police say they will stop it
if they are obliged to, use drastic
means to do so.

Try Our

Flat"- -

JUST RECEIVED

Work Service
And see for yourself

what

a

wonderful convenience It Is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, table cloths, napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, etc.
These w. will wash and Iron,
and return to you all ready for
use. They will be washed cleaner and Ironed much better than
if done at home or by a washerwoman. Besides think of the
work and bother we save you.
Our prices are reasonable so
you but very little
each week.

it will cost

A complete assortment of
Lindquist Cracker Co's.
, star line of

Fancy Crackers
Pilgrim Tea Biscuit
Queen Salted Wafers
Vanilla Wafers
Ginger Wafers
Peanut Wafers
Cocoanut Almond
Wafers
Fig. Bars
Lemon Wafers
"Smart Set" Soda
Wafers
Vienna Biscuit.

One on Hot Springs boulevard ; pret
brick with bath and toilet,
ty
entrance hall, lawn, cement walks,
AT
Try the service next week.
stone coping all In per feet condition.
One on Lincoln avenue, south and
east front; neat frame cottage on 50
feet corner lot with fine large shade
THE COFFEE MAN
I Las Vegas Steam Laundry
trees, lawn and roses; has 7 rooms,
Phone Main 81.
bath, toilet, hot water heat; complete
outbuildings, barn with electric light.
Best draught; beer In the
cltj at
Can be had with furniture or without.
If in need of trees or shrubbery see
the Lobby, of codree.
Get
W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. CalBoth these are special bargains.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
price and terms at office of Harris houn's real estate office and leave in the wood. Direct from distillery
A fiery temper doesn't Indicate a
to you. At the Lobby, of course. .
Real Estate Co.
your order. 608 Douglas avenue.
warm heart.

BOUCHER'S

3 Iff-
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WHAT WOMAN
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LIKES
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MASTER'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE thereunto belonging, including the fol the Town of Las Vegas to The Las
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
lowing described machinery and plant Vegas Gas and Coke Company, their
successors and assigns dated Novem
Publio notice Is hereby given, that L
Boiler No. 1, made by the Erie City ber 20th, 1889, granting for a term of
the undersigned, special master, un Iron
Works;
ulty years from said date to said com
der and by virtue of a decree and Boiler No. 2, made by Fairbanks, pany,
the right to erect poles and
in
rendered
the District Morse and Company:
Judgment
stretch wires along the streets and
Court of the Fourth Judicial District
Boiler No. 3, made by the Erie City alleys of said town for the purpose of
of the Territory of New Mexico, in Iron Works;
electric lighting; together with all the
and for the county of San Miguel, on
No. 1 Westinghouse Compound En rignts, privileges, oowers and fran
the 5th day of December, A. D. 1908, gine, rated at
power;
chises, which the Las Vegas Light and
in cause No. 6504, on the docket of
No. 2 Westinghouse Compound En Fuel company acquired from the said
said court, entitled The Trust Com gine, rated at
The Las Vegas Gas and Coke company
power;
Bell under foreclosure
g
pany of St. Louis county, trustee, ,vs
No. 3, one enclosed
proceedings, and
Las Vegas Railway and Power com engine, rated at
power; one transferred by it to the Las Vegaa
William
and
A,
of
and
pany
Buddecke,
Stanley dynamo, capacity
Light and Fuel company.
also under and by virtue of the judg 60 kilowatts; one
or 37 2
Also a certain ordinance Number
ment and decree of the Supreme kilowatts Westinghouse alternator; 123
approved March 29th. 1901. grant
Court of the Territory of New Mexico, one 500 light or 25 kilowatts ed, approved,
and adopted by the City
dated August 2!)th, A. D. 1910, In cause
one West of Las Vegas, also the franchise grant
alternator;
Westinghouse
No. 1323, on the docket of said Su
arc ma ed ty the Board of County Commis
preme Court, entitled Las Vegas Rail inghouse contsant current
sioners of San Miguel County. Terri
way & Power company, (a corpora chine, capacity about 40 lamps; one tory of New Mexico, by its order, dat- tion), and William A. Buddecke, ap- Brush arc dynamo, capacity about 45 ea April 4th, 1901, recorded In Book
pellants, vs. The Trust Company of lights; one
Stanley generator, 49 of record of
page 610, of
St. Louis county, (a corporation) ap of capacity of 100 kilowatts; one con- tne County of Sandeeds,
Mieuel. New Mex
will
on
stant potential arc transformer, capa ico, under which said ordinance 123
pellee,
Monday, April Third, A. D. 1911,
city 30 lights, together with ail the and said order of said county com
a.
at the hour of eleven o'clock
m., of lamps, circuits, poles, wires, electric missioners, The Las Vegas and Hot

Optic

Pleasing Manners, Deference, Cour
tesy and a Vigorous, Healthy and
Appearance.
d

A woman likes pleasing manners In
a man. She likes deference and courin small
tesy and attentiveness
things. Manners often make more
of an appeal to her than sterling
worth. That's the reason foreigners
make such headway with American
women. They never forget to be deferential and courteous, to say the little
things and to do the little things that
warm the cockles of the feminine
heart. This may be all wrong Per
haps she ought to appreciate the character more than the veneer. But she
doesn't.
The average woman Isn't
She's romantic. She likes
practical.
ANTED
V
District manager calling roses
and bonbons. Many men give
oil wholesale grocery trade. $500 her
cabbage and beefsteak. Cabbage
or security required. The Kaiser and beefsteak are all right, but as a
:'li'g. Co, Ltd., Chicago.
steady diet they are tiresome. She'll
take less cabbage and beefsteak 1!' said
day, at the east front door of meters, and all other appliances, apIn j MONTHLY and expenses to trav thereby she may have some roses and the Court House in Las Vegas, San paratus, tools, supplies of every de
bonbons.
el and distribute samples forj big
Miguel county, New Mexico, offer for scription upon the said premises or
A woman likes a man
to look sale and sell to the highest bidder for connected with the electric lighting
manufacturer.
Steady work.
healthy and to be well groomed. She cash, as provided by said Judgment, plant heertofore operated by the Las
Scheffer, Treasurer, K 389, Chicago, likes a vigorous body, a healthy skin to sati-f- y
the sum of $313,000, with Vegas Light and Fuel company, in the
and a look that betokens a daily interest thereon from the first day of City of Las Vegas and Town of Las
AGENTS, sell genuine guaranteed acquaintance with the bath tub, not November A. D. 1908, at the rate of Vegas, and their suburbs.
Also one forty-foo- t
gasometer and
hose 70 'per oent profit. Make $10 merely because she likes beauty, five per centum per annum, until paid.
said .sum being the amount of the the purifying boxes, retorts, condens
she
because
these
but
does,
though
daily. Live agents and beginners
in
said cause; also er, exhauster,
and oth
Judgment rendered
betoken good habits.
Investigate. Strong Knit, Box 4023, things
A woman, if she is a wife or a to satisfy all costs of court and the er appliances for the manufacture of
costs of sale In this cause.
West Philadelphia.
gas upon the above described prem
sweetheart, likes expressions of love. all attorneys fees allowed by Including
the court ises; and all of the cast-irogas mains
She gets tired of taking a man's love
all the following described real estate and pipe connected with said gas
$25 WEEKLY and expenses to trust
for granted. It grows faint and far- and
premises, personal property, fran plant and now laid in the streets and
worthy people to travel and distrib away, and life is cold and common chises, rights, contracts, privileges, alleys of said city and town of Las
ute samples for big wholesale house place, when he does not tell her in and assets, situate, lying and being Vegas.
actual words he loves her, and show In San Miguel county, Territory of
Also the following described lot or
C. H. Emery, Q 489, Chicago.
her by actual caresses, how much. To New Mexico,
of land, situate, lying and be
parcel
some men, this seems all foolishness.
All the right, title, interest, claim ing in the county of San Miguel and
169 PER CENT PROFIT, $5 to $0 They think that
paying bills is the and demand whatsoever which said Territory of New Mexico,
worth of rope, better, stronger, than best proof of their Jove. But again, defendants now have or are entilted
That certain strip of land lying on
factory made, from 40c ball of bind most women are not practical, and to, of, in and to all and singular the the north side of the City of Las Vevaras
following described lands, tenements, gas, and being about ninety-fiv- e
ing twine, or from scrap twine free, bills are uninteresting things, not half hereditaments
and
appurtenances wide, and bounded on the North by
low priced hand machine, only one so enjoyable or warm and vital as a
thereunto, belonging, goods, chattels, the lands, now or formerly of Morris
kiss or a caress.
in market, never sold before, speedy;
franchises, rights, privileges, ma- Biehl, and on the East by the right of
chinery, engines, boilers, poles, wires, way of the Hot Springs branch of the
simple; weighs 5 ibs, makes rope
or wire cables, clothes line, halter QUEER THING IN BIRO LIFE mains, pipes tools electrical and gas A. T. & S. F. Railway company, and
appliances, materials, supplies,, furni- on the south by the lands of Browne
ties, any length or thickness; loops
tures,
fixtures, electric
lighting and Manzanares Company, formerly
or splices; finishes with selvedge Fantail Pigeons Hatch Out a Bantam
electrical machine- of Miguel Montoya, and the Gallinas
plants,
equipments,
Chick
but
Have
end. Farmers,
Trouble
factories,
mines,
ry of every kind and character now r.ver, and on the west by the Galli-na- s
It
owned or in which said .defendant the
River, on which said lot of land
boats, liveries, saddlers, stores buy
.
Lag Vegas Railway & Power Company Is how erected the Old Power-Hous- e
Chiquid-Hurry for territory.
The following experience, says a has any interest In, right or title to, of the said Electric company.
'
cago Appliance Factories,
Also a strip of land thirty feet wide
writer In the Strand, I have recently situated In San Miguel County, New
Qulncy St, Chicago.
from North to south lying between
Lad may be of Interest to your read- Mexico,
Lots numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, Eighth street and the Hot Springs
ers. I have two fantail pigeons, both
most male birds, and I noticed one day that 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, in block 8 of the branch of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co.,
SALESMEN WANTED The
Sulzbacher and Rosenwald Ad- near the northern line of the city limhighly rated and best known firm they built, a nest and then were sit- Lopez,
dition
of
the El Dorado Town Com- its of the City of Las Vegas and
on
It alternately, as If they were
in America Belling groceries by sam- ting
pany to Las Vegas (now In the City oi bounded as follows:
to
hatch
me
It
struck
going
eggs.
On the north by land formerly of
Las Vegas), according to the map or
ple to consumers, has an original that It
might be a good Idea to put an
plan to offer reliable, industrious egg of my bantams Into the nest to plat of said addition on file and of W. C. Reid and now of M. M. Sundt,
record in the office of the probate on the south by land 'of one Weisner,
men enabling them to quickly es- compensate the
pigeons for the trou- clerk and
recorder of said on the west by the east line of the
business of ble they had taken In building it. Aptablish a permanent
county, reference to which is hereby right of way of the Hot Springs
their own, yielding a good Income; parently they appreciated my doing made.
branch of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., on
o, as from that time they never left
Also a certain tract, lot or parcel of the east by the west line of Eighth
goods sold subject to trial; no Inthe nest for about three weeks, when, land, situated in the City of Las Ve- street.
vestment; commissions advanced; to
Also the road-bed- ,
track, poles and
my
surprise, I found a little gas, and described as follows,
settlements; experi- chickengreat
from the pigeon's
Beginning at a point on the east Bide wires which the said Las Vegas Railpeeping
re
ence not essential; references
nest. It was touching; to see how the of Twelfth street N. 23 degrees 50 way & Power company has now con'""n point
distant from Its structed tnd opef'lu
quired. John, Sexton & Co., Impor pigeons - tried to feed the chicken by minutes E. 232 feet north
side of San opposite the Santa Fe depot in East
Intersection with the
ters and Wholesale Grocers, Lake opening- their beaks, like
do, Francisco
avenue and
on
Railroad
Las
thence
Vesas,
and
avenue,
running
and Inviting- the youngster to help
and Rranklin Strs, Chicago.
feet Lincoln street, West on Lincoln street
himself to the contents of their crops, south 74 degrees 30 feet west 64fence
on
Sixth street
to Sixth street, North
the
which, of course. It refused to do, be- to a Dost at the corner of
avenue
avenue,
West, on
to
Douglas
land
adjoins
cause it is a chicken and not a pigeon. where Peter Trambley's
Twelfth
street,
to
avenue
Douglas
Hot
of
the
Springs
The pigeons are very fond of the little the right of way
A. T. & S. F. Ry., thence North on Twelfth street to National
of
Branch
the
AN AMERICAN woman wants work one, and take it under their wings to along said right of way fence north avenue; West on National avenue to
warm
Bridge across the Gallinas
Lincoln keep it as a henwhenever it wants it, 5 degrees 30 minutes east 100 feet to the County
by the day. Inquire 710
treats her chickens. the middle of the ditch, thence along River, and from the Bridge to and
exactly
venue.
or Old
the middle of the ditch in a general around the Plaza in Las Vegas,
boulevard
course north 58 degrees 30 minutes Town, and out Hot Springs Also rrom
The Women of Brittany.
WANTED Four young horses. N. C.
east 168 feet; thence soutn 23 degrees beyond the Insane Asylum.
To the casual observer the Bretonne 50 minutes east 136.5 feet to a point National avenue North on Twelfth
Kier, Casa Grande, N. M., will be Is not
attractive or even supremely In said Peter Trambley's fence at the street to the Power House, including
at the, Central Hotel, February 10.
Lincoln street
Interesting. As a femme de chambre middle of the alley which runs through all switches, also from
he is clumsy, slovenly and rough of block eleht (8) of the Lopez, hulz- - North on Railroad avenue to Douglas
to
WANTED Every lady and gentle- speech, lacking the graces and neat-nes- s bacher and Rosenwald Addition of the avenue, West on Douglas avenue
.on Sixth street to
of her Parisian sister. She shuf- El Dorado Town Company, to Las Ve- Sixth street. North west
man In Las Vegas to try box ball.
on Friedman
fles about In felt slippers, her volu- gas,' thence along said fence south 74 Friedman avenue,
Seventh street and North on
minous black skirts catch in every- degrees 30 minutes west 151.5 feet to avenue tostreet
to the end of the line.
Seventh
thing, and If she waits at the table the place of beginning, containingof an
Also all rights, privileges and fran
hundredths
one
d'hote her method of handling cutlery
chises now owned and possessed by
S. C. Butt is strongly calculated to sever one's acre of land, more or lets.
EGGS FOR HATCHING
& Powef
of land above D- said Las Vegas Railway
tracts
two
The
vein.
no
She
has
In
regularity
which 1s Company for constructing, owning and
Orpington and S. C. Brown Leghorn. Jugular
land
the
escribed
upon
being
at
the hour that she
her work, and
electrio
15 for $1.50. Remember I guaran
the new power house and operating street railways,
ought to be making beds she Is prob situated
by virtue or its cnarwsre.
tee 75 per cent fertile. T. C. Lipsett, ably sitting on the public staircase plant of said Las Vegas Railway and light plantthe
following ordinances,
including
Power Company.
1026 Fifth street
nursing her baby. She Is generally
Also the following described ieai es grants and contracts,
married and, conversely, often ten
tate, situate in the City of Las Vegas. A certain franchise granted to WilFOR SALE Two horses, work har-- , years younger than you take her to County of San Miguel and Territory of liam A. Buddecke by the City of Las
be. To
eyes she Is rarely New Mexico,
Vegas, New Mexico, duly passed and
ness, buggy, single harness and beautiful. English
Her hair Is strained
Commencing at a point where the
adopted by the city council of said city
household goods. Must be sold at ly under her cap, her cheeks tighthave south line of the East Main street In- as evidenced by ordinance No. 297, aponce. 510 Main avenue.
seldom any delicacy of tint and her tersects the eastern line of the land proved August 9, 1903, and by said
figure and motions are ungainly and formerly belonging to the New Mexico William A. Buddecke duly assigned
&
FOR SALE House and lot, reason- awkward. Wide World.
and Southern Pacific Railroad cenv to the said Las Vegas Railway
AtPower
to
company.
the
furninow
household
belonging
and
also
pany,
able terms,
Also a certain franchise granted by
chison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
ture, horse and buggy. 1102 LinQueer Marital Relations.
for station and right of way the town of Las Vegas to said Wilcompany
coln.
Curious marriage customs prevail purposes, which point is about 242 feet liam A. Buddecke as evidenced by Oramong the people dwelling in the Tan-g- i in an easterly direction from the cen- dinance No. 46 dated November 11th,
Valley in India. Here it seems that ter of the main line of said railway, 1905, and also a franchise or contract
FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Is
women are polygamous, and that and 75 feet southerly from tne noitn-ori- obtained from the County Commissetthe
and
$1.00
$2.00
Red
eggs
land
linn of said East Main street; sioners of San Miguel county, New
brothers possess one wife in
several
S,
ting of 15. Phone Main 323. E.
along the Mexico, by the said William Buddecke
The custom Is said to be thsncA runnine easterly
common.
Lewis.
street 224 for the purpose of maintaining, operat.
due to the poverty of the people. The southerly line of East Main Commerce
light
line
east
( of
to
the
feet
names
of
ing and conducting an electricoutside
the
all
children bear
the
east
the
aloris
and the electric railway
thence
southerly
C.
White
street;
S.
a
fine
plant
I have received
husbands of the mother. How such a
town
line of Commerce street 275 ftet; the city and town limits of said
Leghorn cockerel from the Parkslde custom as to names works out in thence westerly 224 feet lo th- east and City of Las Vegas, which said
difficult
Is
to
111.
it
cockerThis
comprehend.
practice
of said Railway company s station Ordinance No. 46, and said contract
poultry farm, Pekin,
The divorce customs are very simple. line
end rizht of way lands: tu.ie north with said commissioners was duly asel heads my pen of prize pullets. Set
If the husband establishes that his
along the line of said railway signed by the said William A. Buddecke
ting of. 15 eggs $1.00. Judd A. Detter- wife is a bad cook it Is a sufficient erly
my to the said Las Vegas Railway and
eomDanv's station and right or
6353.
ick, Phone Purple
ground; and on the wife's side, if she lands to the nlace of beginning: snib- Power company.
can show that her husband falls to iert to use by the public for trwt
Also a certain franchise granted by
provide for the upkeep of the house purposes of the easterly seventy feet the County Commissioners of the
Commerce
New
she obtains relief.
of said land covered by
County of San Miguel, territory of
street, as now laid out; said tract of Mexico, to The Las Vegas Light and
modern
as
the Fuel company, dated December 9th
FOR RENT Nice front room,
land being otherwise described Teitle-baum's
Shock Alarmed Glasgow.
northern 275 feet of block 2 of
(house. 1034 Eighth, street
1896, confirming to it the franchises
as
Las
Vegas,
Addition to East
theretofore granted to The Las Vegas
Severe earthquake shocks are rare
thereor maae oy Gas and Coke company, of date DeFOR RENT Furnished front room, In Scotland and therefore the districts shown by the plat
C. E.. Dec. 6th, 1894, cember 15th, 1880, and to The Las Vernmnhell.
ihn
were
InGlasgow
thrown
heat, bath, table board if desired surrounding
Miguel gas Electric Light company, dated
to a state of considerable alarm last and filed in the records of San
block be September 1st, 1890, confirming and
1038 Fifth street
said
New
Mexico;
rmintv.
week following a sudden Jar and upthe north by East granting to tue said The Las Vegas
heaval which lasted for a few seconds. ing bounded onthe
east by Commerce Light and Fuel company the right, to
FOR RENT Stone barn and good lot. The Inhabitants rushed from their Main street, on
and operate all
on the west by saia tiau-o,- v erect, maintain
and
street,
.
the
into
houses
streets, thinking at
See Calhoun.
onmnanv's right of way and sta plants, machinery and works necesdefirst that the shocks were caused by tion
sary for the manufacture and distribuground, and said land being
at a gasworks. No serias Lots 1 to 11, both inclusive, tion of illuminating or fuel sas and of
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for an explosion
scribed
ous damage was done, although the of said Block 2, of Teltlebaum's Addi- eiectric light, together with the right
bowling parties.
earth tremors caused many gas man- tion to East Las Vegas. Together of way to lay and maintain pipes and
tles to break. Buildings In Glasgow oMth th lnnH oDDoslte said lots no mains and to erect and maintain poles
were shaken, crockery was rattled, occupied by Commerce street, and sub- and wires, through or under all
and the girls in the telephone ex- ject to the public use of said street streets and alleys within the town of
were alarmed by many bells
Together with all and singular the Las Vegas, New Mexico, for a period
LOST Crescent pin with cross Inside, changes
set ringing. The same area plant, Improvements, buildings and of fifty years from the 1st day of
being
and
to
return
Optic
set with pearls,
was shaken in 1888.
structures of every description there- September, 1890.
Also a certain franchise granted by
reeclve reward.
on situate, and the appurtenances
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DIHEClffl

v'teiung brothers alway. 7T
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & A. M.
'm wigwam. E.
comujualRegular
Waite H. Davu, ctJef of
ach?m;
cation firsi ana
and
collector ot
recorda
t,fuiai
third Thursda) in
Vlstt-in..
urn: and third
o.
Meets
F.
each month.
Tuttdaj
I

r

a

evenings each month, at irraumal
brotherhood haJL Visiting Brothers
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre,
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.

brothers cor
H. Stapp, W.
William
invited.
dially
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.

LA8 VEGA8 COMMANDERY. NO. 2.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR- - J. E, ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
I. 0. B. B. Meets every first TuesRegular concl.Ti second
day of the month in the vestry
Tuearti in each month at
n rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
springs Electric Railway. Lleht & Masonic Tsmple at 7:30 p. in. C
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
Power company was authorized and Ecn-ne- r,
Tamme.
Charles
8. C;
inivted. Isaac Appei,
empowered to operate in said City, Kecorder.
cordially
lown and County an electric railway,
Chas. Greenclay,
SecPresident;
eiectno lighting plant, and other pur LA8 VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
retary.
poses.
ARCH MASON8 Regular convoca
Also, all real estate, personal prop
NIGhT6 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
tion first Monday in each
erty or every nature and description
at Maeonls Temple,
NO. 804 Meets second ann rourti
month
now owned by the said Las Vegas Rail
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
way and Power company, or in which
Thursday in O. R. C. ha'.L Pioneer
It has an Interest, including lands,
H. P.; Chas. H.
building. Visiting member are cor
buildings, electric light plants, steam
Secretary.
dially invited. W.
Tipmu. t; k
Sporleder,
plants machinery, engines, boilers,
E. P. Mackel. F. S
NO.
1,
electric
LODGE
dynamos,
DORADO
machines, electric EL
lamps and all electric apparatus. Doles.
KNIGHT8
OF PYTHIAS Meets i. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
lines, wires, together with all and sin
Monday
every
Meets every Monday evening ai
gular, the appurtenances, and privilevening In Caseges thereunto belonging, also all the
their hall on Sixtb. street. UJ visit
tle Hall. Visiting
things in action, contracts, claims and
ing Brethren cordially invited to at
demands of said Las Vegas Railway
Knights are corCarl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
tend,
& Power Company, together with all
dially invited.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secrethe rents, Issues, profits, income, privGeo. A. Fleming,
ileges, immunities, and franchises,
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
of Recor
Keeper
corporate
otherwise, of said Las
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Vegas Railway and Power Company
ords and Seal
and also all the estate right, title, in
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODterest, property, claim and demand
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
whatsoever as well in law as In equity
Meets
the second and fourth TuesBALDY
LODGE
FRATERNAL
NO.
77,
of said company intending to include
UNION OF AMERICA Meet first
days of each month In the W. O. W.
and cover herein and hereby, all such
and third Wednesdays of each
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
properties, rights, franchises and privileges set out and described In the said
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
Deed of Trust from the Las Vegas
halL A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are cor&
Power
to
the
Railway
Company
Givens, Secretary. Visiting memTrust Company of St. Louis County,
dially invited.
bers cordially invited.
of date November 10th, 1905, record
ed in Book 58, page 67, of Records B.
DtiNXlSTs.
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
of Deeds and Conveyances of Sar.
fourth
F. R. LORD
Tuesday evening of each
Miguel County, New Mexico, and also
In the supplemental deed of trust bemonth at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
DENTIST
tween' said companies of date FebruBrothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Office Pioneer Building
ary 1st, 1906, recorded in Book 58 of
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConRooms 3 and 4
Record of Deeds of San Miguel County,
don, Secretary.
Office Phone Main 57
and also in the deed of trust made
by William A. Buddecke to the said FRATERNAL
Residence Phone 41d
NO
BROTHERHOOD,
The Trust Company of St. LouIb
102
Meets
at
DR.
E. L. HAMMOND
every Monday night
County, of date January 9th, 1906,
recorded In Book 15, patre 400 of the
their hall in the Schmidt buildlna
DENTI8T
records of mortgages, deeds of said
Has
vest of Fountain Square, at eigh Suite 4. Crockett Building.
county, and also in the master's deed
at office and residence.
are cor
o'clock.
members
phone
Visiting
of date May 7th, 1907, made by Wil
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presiliam B. Bunker, special master to
ATTOHNEY8
the Las Vegas Railway & Power com
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
pany, as fully and completely as If
Cneater
tteo. H. Hunker
Treasurer.
Hunker
Bally,
herein set out In full, and also as conHUNKER A. HUNKER t
tained In fne deod made toy The Las RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
Attorneys at Law
said
erhood nail every necond and fourtb
Vegas Light and Fuel company to com
New Mexico
Las Vegas Railway and Power
at the eighth run Lab Vegas,
sleep
Thursday,
pany of date February 1, 1906, which
Rut-ledg-

.

-

said deeds of trust and said deed
last mentioned and the record thereof
are uereby referred to and made part
hereof, for a more full and complete

NOTICE

In the, District Court of the Fourth
Judicial
District Sitting In and for the
said
all
properties,
description of
right, contracts, privileges and fran County of San Miguel In the Terrichises of said Las Vegas Railway & tory of New Mexico.
Power company, and being the same Peter Roth, Plaintiff,
property mentioned and described in,
vs.
No. 6962.
and ordered sold by said Judgment
and decree rendered in said cause The Board of Trustees of the
Town of Las Vegas, Triniabove entitled and mentioned.
The said Judgment was rendered up
dad G. de Baca, and all I7n- on 300 first mortgage coupon bonds
known Claimants of intersaid
issued
by
aggregating $300,000.00,
est adverse to plaintiff in
Las Vegas Railway & Power Company
and to the real estate hereto the Trust Company of St. LoulB
inafter described, DefendCounty, and secured by said deeds of
trust above mentioned, covering the
ants.
property above described.
To all Unknown Claimants of inThe amount due to the date or saie,
including principal and interest being terest adverse to plaintiff in and to
$350,820.80, not including costs of the real estate hereinafter described:
court and costs of sale and attorneys You and each of
you are hereby nofees to be fixed by said district court
to quiet title has
tified
a
that
suit
of San Miguel County.
The foregoing property Is the same been commenced against you In the
Droperty and franchises heretofore District Court of the Fourth Judicial
sold by the undersigned, Special Mas- District,
sitting in and for the Counter, 'on the 15th day of March, A. D.
1909, wht"h sale was thereafter set ty of San Miguel In the Territory of
aside by the Judgment of the Supreme of New Mexico, by the plaintiff, Peter
Court of the Territory of New Mexico, Roth,' wherein said plaintiff prays that
In the cause hereinbefore mentioned, his estate in and to the
following deand the said property and franchises scribed
land and real estate situate,
were ordered
W. B. BUNKER,
lying and being in the County of San
Special Master.
Miguel in the Territory of New Mexico
and better described as follows,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Beginning at a point on the east side
(Not Coal Land)
of the Mora road out of 7th street,
Department of the Interior, U. S. East Las Vegas, N. M., and which
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. point is the northwest corner of the
11, 1911.
land of W. A. Givens, thence south
Notice is hereby given that Cheniab 82 degrees 45 minutes east, 670 feet
F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. M., who, to the land of Martha Green; thence
on February 19, 1909, made Home- north 3 degrees 34 minutes east, 805
stead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW feet to a corner; thence south 86 de4
section 22, Township 17 North,
grees 33 minutes east, 2650 feet to
Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has the southeast corner of this tract;
filed notice of intention to make final thence north 3
degrees 34 minutes
commutation proof, to establish claim east, 2369 feet to the northeast corner
to the land above described, before thence south 65
degrees 94 minutes
Robt. L M. Ross, U. S. Court Com- west, 4006 feet to the Mora road and
missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the northwest corner; thence south 5 de8th day of March, 1911.
grees 50 minutes east 1240 feet to the
Claimant names at witnesses:
southwest corner and place of beginWilliam Smith, of East Las Vegas. ning.
N..M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-vale-, Also that certain tract of land lying
N. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwel-ger- , on the west side of the Las
Vegas and
of Cherryvale, N. M., and Herbert Mora road about onehalf mile north
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
of the city of Las Vegas, New MexMANUEL R. OTERO.
ico, and more particularly described
Feb 15
Register. as follows:
Commencing at a Toint on the west
A piece of flannel dampened with side of the
present Mora road a
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
distance
south of the present
short
to the affected parts is superior to
any plaster. When troubled with residence of Peter Roth, where a lane
lame back or pains in the side or chest running from Eighth street Joins the
give it a trial and you are certain to Mora road, thence running westerly
be more than pleased with the prompt
relief which It affords. Sold by all along the south line of said lane 249
feet more or less to a stone; thence
druggists.
re-sol-

running In a southeasterly direction
along a fence a distance of 1140 feet
more or less to a point, thence running In an easterly direction along a
fance 93 feet more or less to the west
line of .said Mora road; thence running In a northerly direction along
the west line of the said Mora road
1140 feet more or less to the place of
beginning, may be established against
the adverse claims of all said defendants and that each and every one of
them b3 barred and forever estopped
from, having any claim, estate, right
or titel to the said lands or any portion thereof adverse to plaintiff and
that plaintiffs title thereto, be forever
quieted and set at rest and for such
other and further relief, etc., and that
unless you enter or cause to be entered your appearance in said suit on
or before the 14th day of March, A. D.
1911, decree
therein will
be rendered against you.
Plaintiff's attorneys are Hunker &
Hunker, whose poetofflce address is
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Dated this 14th day of January, A.
D. 1911.

JOHN JOERNS, Clerk.
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Doctor Laird was young, dark and
In the window rt
a- and knew how to wear his
whole
soul
yearned for clothes as well as he
them. 80 she
knew how to
"TeBisuwy drawn minister to one's
throuK i
ilia, so It is readily
and
80on
8ne
.ay
seen
Porchased
how Important an addition he
8plte f
was to the town. It
haVe t0 carr"
might be added
home her.
that he also was oblivious
to even the
of
prettiest
the young women. He
Wlth them
was too busy.
uppr
e
tray to
Now, certain types of femininity obP,Pr wraPPK8 reached ject to being ignored
above
Jinn as fervently
oa mey onject to any other unbearable
HI. Evelyn
Flumey objected the most.
anyhow" h
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"Thomas, what are you doing?'
asked Mrs. Prlnster of her husband.
"Er did you speak to me, dear?" re
turned Prlnster, suddenly aroused.
"Only half a dozen times. What are

LAS VEGAS

you doinar?"

I am chasing a cat up a liberty
pole," replied Prlnster,
frivolously,
"Did you think I was trying to read
the evening paper?"
"That Is Just what I wanted to talk
to you about.
"About the evening paper?"
"No, about that yellow tat bus!
ness."
I suppose oh, well, we'll let the
paper wait Your voice tells me that
I am in bad, and you might as well
get It off your mind first as last
What Is my particular crime?"
"Last night you got up at midnight
and gave little Dorothy a drink of
water "
"Yes, she cried for it half a dozen
times and I decided that you were
going to pretend to be asleep until I
got up, so I
"I was asleep."
"Perhaps you were, but the sigh of
satisfaction you gave as I started to
climb out of bed sounded mighty real
istic."
Well, I didn't start to talk about
that."
"Forgive me for mentioning it"
"Where were we?"
"You were Just giving a sigh of re
lief and I was Just starting through
the chilly night to the bathroom to
get a drink for Dorothy."
Oh, yes. Well, you gave her the
drink and put the glass on the dress
er and came back to bed "
"Funny you know all that you be
ing rast asleep all the time."
Well, you did."
I know it, but I fail to see
why
such actions on my part should be
cause for comment, adverse or other
wise. Now, if I had given her the
dresser and put the glass on the bed
and gone to sleep in the bathroom, or
ir i nad given her the bathroom and
put the dresser to bed
up
in rront of the grate, or "
When you returned to bed the poor
mm was lonesome and nervous in the
dark and she wanted to be sure that
her daddy was awake and keeping her
company, so she thought she would
say something to assure herself that
he had not gone to sleep, so she said:
Bessie s going to have a birthday to
"

OPTIC

IS

ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
one originated the plan.
should have The Optic as part of its equip
mi De perfectly easy!" she told
crossing ht At the flr8t
ner inree dearest friends. "He's so new
A
ment.
to
1
that he doesn't know any
P1 like a great wing. onethebuttown
his
He
patients!
know
doesn't
Paneling 3ecilia Into the path
PProachl, , automobile, from whicS me rrom Adam! And won't it be I
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
lark!"
PPrc-vlnged
by a
po.
"It'll
serve him right!" agreed Ad
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
..u, i.. :. rov
uie kicks. "Maybe he won't be so
. .a r7
caned a cabman at the
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the
awfully sure of himself and so con
fomer as ihe neared him.
timely events of
"Didn't celted If he's taken down a Dee!"
aiowed
they
the day.
jmow
moving vans on the
Doctor Laird at his next office hour
B
""rara, ; ne remarked to a com'
B 'I
Danion, be'ore she was out of ear- - looked up to see Miss Evelyn Flumey
Mother wants to find, out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
on
his
threshold.
(
shot.
Evelyn had eyes
"Disgust ag creature!" muttered Ce- - popularly described as wicked and her
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
cneeks were delightfully plump and
wub, nastt.ning on. "I wonder If I'd
rosy, .ormally there were dimples
better take the elevated over to
the
lue corners of her mouth, but today
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
tation or go on and take a bus?" she
reflected. She regarded the steep In- she held her lips firmly together, as
befitted
the gravity of her case. She
cline pt the elevated
every member of your family.
stairway and de pressed her hand to her side as she
emed on the omnibus,
herself.
"i n get In an empty one and go up seated
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
I think," she faltered in
response
w we iront corner," she planned, "and
to Doctor Laird's routine
then these things won't be In the
questions,
New Mexico and the world at large.
way "that I have heart disease. At any
of other people." A small Inner voice
I suffer terribly and I know that
rate,
wnicn Cecilia quickly suppressed, mere is
something seriously wrong!"
added: "Not so conspicuous."
"Oh, we'll hope not!" said the doctor
Tm so glad I bought them," she as- with
the stock brand of cheerfnlnena
sured herself defiantly.
that physicians use. He thumped, he
She found the omnibuses all
partly listened, he counted beats and then
filled, so she stationed herself at the sat with
frowning brows while his paedge of the sidewalk to wait for an tient described
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
in detail all the harmpty to draw up.
rowing
her
things
did
in
heart
the
"Pardon me," said a haughty voice way of
racing, smotherinir ft nil
behind her. "I wish to get Into the Izing.
omnibus. You and your ah parcel
"It's most peculiar." said Tvtnr
are blocking the way."
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
Laird. "At present your heart reCecilia stepped hastily out of the sponds
to
DAILY
all
OPTIC.
the tests. There
normally
Path of a portly, hobble-skirteperevidently is nothing the matter with
sonage and the legs of the stand be- it However, I'll
BY
give you a nrescrin- came entangled with the feet of a tion
Name
and. please do look In
a
in
passing pedestrian.
few days it doesn't do to again such
neglect
"Confound it!" exclaimed the man,
. . . .
. Address
things."
disentangling his feet and glaring at
Evelyn
An nnthet.
departed,
looking
the cause of the accident. "Wonder ic as
possible and met her special trio
she wouldn't try to carry home a of friends
in the nearest drug store.
HIS
I
whole furniture store," he remarked Their
enjoyment of her account of the
to his companion as they passed on.
adventure was estatic. They straightCecilia made her way to the inner way invented a new
set of symptoms
edge of the pavement and, turning her lor ner next visit
day.'
back to the passersby, gazed with ap"I believe I remember something of
No," Evelyn told Doctor Laird a
parent absorption Into the shop win- - few days
the
sort."
"the
didn't
later,
prescription
aow.
seem to help at all! In fact, it made
"I don't remember I know I was
"Say, ain't that brown one perfectly me worse. Is it dangerous to have frightfully sleepy."
well!" cried a voice behind her. your heart skip three
"You growled:
beats all at once.
'I don't care if she
"Let's get up close to the window so's doctor? It makes me feel eo odd!"
la going to have a pink
monkey with
I can see how that lace is put on."
Doctor Laird went to work in earn wooden shoes. I want to go to sleep.' "
to
W6mtt
Two
the est on the Flumey case. After each
month, including one managers' salpressed coe up
"Did I say that?"
window, one ot them encountering the viit Evelyn lavished all th
Each club will be allowed to
wo.
ary.
was
then
litshe
a
"Yes;
silent
for
ot tne Atand before she perceived home. She vu
Doc- tle while until the dark began to
delighted to
'curry thirteen men. ,
tor Laird puzzled,
It
disheartened and make her more nervous, and Bhe
Joeh. Davore of the Giants hu a
"Well, for goodness' sake!" she ex helpless. She would shake her head called: 'Daddy!' and you said, 'What!'
lightweight flatter under him man
claimod, stumbling. She looked from at him sadly when he expressed the and she Baid, 'Are you awake?" and
ot Blaine
by tiho name
Jack Miller has signed with Pitts agement
the parcel to Cecilia and then with a hope' that she felt better. She took to you saia, ko, i am last asleep; don t
Joneau. Josh says that within a. fnw
3 Star Hennessy
me
hear
Sweet
O. H. Mamma A Co.
snoring "Home,
all a nice increase over last sea months
grin at her friend. "What do you rice powder and veils, and the effect you
burg
Jones will have Ad Wolgast's
Brandy
Pommery
was most interesting and ethereal. Home?" ' "
know about that!" she said.
.
son's salary,
GreatWeste
number.
; 17 Different Brands
Peach Brandy
I'd make a hit in
"Well, well!
"I thought moving day was last Once she said in polite but restrained
Banterners'
Carrigan, Gardner and Collins, of
The San Juan Times says that
wouldn't
I?"
Bourbon
of
and
vaudeville,
the
it
seemed
curious
other.
that
that
Virginia Dare
May," giggled
surprise
out
ai-Apple
Brandy
Red
.holding
Boston
Sox,
Claret
"You might, but you are not making the
Charley Ebbetts, who is now in Porto
The driving up of an empty omnibus a doctor of his ability could find nothwe
so
have
Rye,
Deidesheimer
Apricot Brandy
Rio, is planning to have his Brookoffered Cecilia an avenue of escape, ing that would help her. Then she a hit around here with that sort of for more money.
Laabenheimer
5 Stars
The Providence club of the East lyn team tour Porto Rico, Bermuda
your brand.
and she dived across the sidewalk and gazed with Irritating sadness at the humor, and I hope you will stop it
Niersteiner
California BrandyImrsteiner
plunged Into It, seeking the farthest resentful flush which rose in his face. When the child wakes up In the night ern League has signed George NilL and Cuba after the close of the 1911
corner In which to stow herself and If the patient had not been afflicted she is nervous and needs comforting who was with the Washington team season.
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine
with such a dangerous trouble one and the right sort of parents would a couple of seasons.
her bundle.
First base position on the Milwau"This isn't so bad, after all!" she might have Inferred that Doctor Laird not be cross with her, but would talk
As the Giants have 14 and the Cubs kee team looks to be
d
was yearning to shake her vigorously. to and comfort her and keep her mind
thought.
16 pitchers to try out there will be with. Jinks
McGann
Dan
went
to
until
she
trimming.
occupied
sleep."
one
to
did
end
"How are you going
the reflection pass
it?"
Hardly
"Yes?"
quite a bunch of flingers to return to committed suicide, Pat Haynes who
through fyer mind before consternation of Evelyn's three friends asked her
"Then this morning," pursued Mrs, sage brush scenery.
entered It from another quarter. "Oh, one day.
played the bag before Dan, was mur"she asked you what you
of the dered, and Quate Bateman, who held
"Duke" Farrell,
here's that Mr. Selby, Mrs. White's
Evelyn laughed. "I don't know," she Prlnster,
brother," she said to herself. "I do said. "Unless he begins to be nice to had in your mouth, and you told her Yankee
pitchers, is Bweet on tine the Job Just before Hynes,
waa
C.
FARLEY,
hope he won't see me. Of course, he me instead ot being so short and that you had a pair of rubber over chances of his proteges copping the stabbed and nearly killed in a row
box
a
of matches."
will, though."
snappy, I think I'll let some other doc- shoes and
American League pennant
with Charley Dexterm.
"I did?"
"Well, Miss Thorpe, this is what I tor cure me, and then I'll tell him
Joe McGinnlty is seriously thinking
did.
have
what
Now,
"Yes,
you
you
the
call luck!" exclaimed
young man, about it!"
of leasing a farm near Lakewood, N
to that?"
fitting himself Into the vacant place
Doctor Laird sat and looked at Eve- got to say
am sorry I have been J., and establishing
I
a permanent
that
"Only
beside her.
call.
next
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